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Dear members,
Many of us belong to different groupings
including business associations
and professional organisations, and
getting together is always a welcome
opportunity to rekindle relations and
catch up on the news. Our ISCA AGM in
April provided a great platform to meet
with members and hear their views.
The event was also special because of its
record turnout, and the unprecedented
number of members who expressed
their interest to serve in the Council.
These are good developments as they
show that members value their stake in
the Institute, and want to do their part
to make things better.
If you were at the AGM, you would
have received a snapshot of how the
Institute has ramped up the pace of
member-centric activities since 2009,
even before the CDAS Final Report was
presented to, and accepted in full by the
government. To prepare members for an
increasingly competitive marketplace,
the Institute has been rolling out more
technical seminars and workshops
to boost technical competency, and
to provide updates on topics relevant
to members. We also received good
feedback when we introduced sessions
tailored to the needs of particular
member segments, such as the CFO
seminars, Breakfast Talk series for PAIBs
and career-related sessions for young
members. Additionally, the Institute has
significantly raised the level of technical
support resources to cater to members’
needs, especially for the SMPs.
The continual strong growth in
membership numbers reflects the
value that an ISCA membership brings.

At the end of last year, we had around
28,000 members, or up 36% from 2009.
The many fully-subscribed member
events and seminars, and the over30% increase in CPE hours awarded
between 2012 and 2013, also attest to
the improved quality and relevance of
ISCA’s initiatives for members.
On a broader front, the Institute
takes the lead to raise the standing of
the profession and industry both locally
and internationally, and do our part in
transforming Singapore into a global
accountancy hub for Asia Pacific. This
includes enhancing the status of the
CA (Singapore) designation through
MOUs to extend international
recognition, and positioning members
as highly-qualified professionals with
global knowledge and Asian insights.
The articles in the Focus section will
shed more light on other ISCA efforts to
enhance member value.
In this issue are the highlights of the
2013 readership survey. Of significance,
77% of respondents indicated that the
articles in IS Chartered Accountant
(replacing CPA Singapore) are more
relevant to their work or business; 75%
said that the journal is their main source
of information on accounting, and 87%
look to the journal for industry news.
About 73% said the cover and layout/
design is excellent or good, and overall
satisfaction with the contents grew to
77%. Such positive feedback tells us
that we are on the right track, and
we will continue to populate the
journal with interesting, insightful
and thought-provoking material to
benefit members.

It looks like the journal is also
making waves outside the profession.
Last month, we were informed that
it has picked up its third award since
2011, this time from Media Publishers
Association Singapore (MPAS). The
October 2013 cover received the
Merit Award in the Front Cover of
the Year (Trade) category at the
MPAS Awards 2014.
As always, this June issue is packed
with value-added information that
contributes to your profession and your
business. I wish you happy reading!

Gerard Ee
FCA (Singapore)

president@isca.org.sg
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THE SINGAPORE ACCOUNTANCY CONVENTION 2014
STAYING AHEAD OF THE CURVE

The capstone event of the year for the accountancy profession,
brought to you by the national accountancy body.

ISCA Accounting Conference, July 31
With the remaining major IFRS projects coming to a close, now is an appropriate time
for the profession to take stock of the significant milestones achieved on the financial
reporting front and look beyond the horizon in charting the path towards the future of
financial reporting.
This leading Accounting Conference in the three-day Singapore Accountancy
Convention endeavours to keep you abreast of the latest accounting developments and
issues impacting the profession internationally and in this region.
Distinguished speakers and panellists will engage you in exploring the new chapter
in standards development in today’s dynamic business environment. They will delve
deeply into current topics close to the hearts of accountants in the areas of Revenue
Recognition, Leases, Financial Instruments, Fair Value Measurement and Consolidation.
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Segment 1

Bold Steps Forward:
Accountants Taking Stock and Charting their Path for the Future

Michael Lim

Hans Hoogervorst

Chairman, Singapore
Accountancy Commission

Chairman, International
Accountancy Standards Board

Professor Katherine
Schipper
Thomas F. Keller Professor,
The Fuqua School of Business,
Duke University

Dr Pearl Tan
Associate Professor of
Accounting (Education),
Singapore Management
University

Standard-setting has come a long way since the inception of the International Accounting Standards Board
(IASB) in 2001. In a span of just over a decade, International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) have evolved
tremendously and gained widespread adoption in many countries across the world. With major IFRS projects
coming to a close, this segment of the conference discusses the strategic direction of IASB and explores the role
that Singapore can play in shaping the future of financial reporting.
In view of Singapore’s ambition to become a global accountancy hub by 2020, Mr Lim will share his thoughts
on Singapore’s progress towards accounting excellence and explore what more Singapore must do to become a
thought leader in international standards development and to achieve accounting excellence on the global stage.
With an eye on the future of standards development, Mr Hoogervorst will share his views on IASB’s long-term
strategic direction and address what IASB needs to do on the standards development front to stay ahead of
challenges emerging in the accounting landscape. He will also share his thoughts on the upcoming IASB projects.
One of the major projects in the pipeline of IASB is the discussion paper to revise the Conceptual Framework.
The intention of IASB is to build on the current framework which includes updating, improving and filling in the
gaps. Professor Schipper will share her views on the proposed Conceptual Framework and how these revisions will
impact the future of standards development. Associate Professor Pearl Tan will then present key findings from an
SMU-ISCA survey on the Conceptual Framework project.
The segment will conclude with a panel discussion, drawing on the key points raised by the speakers, exploring
whether the future direction of standards development will lead to improvements in financial reporting and more
importantly, what needs to be changed to result in these improvements.

June 2014
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Segment 2

Addressing Complexities of the Business World:
Taking the Bull by its Horns

Dr Barry Jay Epstein

Ralph Nach

Shariq Barmaky

Lead Co-author of
Wiley’s accounting publications,
Expert Witness and Litigation Consultant,
Financial Reporting Expert in IFRS and
US GAAP

Co-author of Wiley’s accounting
publications, Consulting Expert and
Technical Advisor on Litigation and
Financial Forensics

Deputy Chairman, ISCA Auditing and
Assurance Standards Committee, and
Partner, Deloitte & Touche LLP

Applying financial reporting standards to real-world business transactions can sometimes be complex and onerous.
In this segment, speakers will share their expertise and insights on the practical issues surrounding complex
financial reporting requirements.
With the last few laps to the remaining IFRS projects in sight, Dr Epstein will share his insights and expertise
on the Revenue Recognition, Leases and Financial Instruments standards. On Revenue Recognition, he will share
his thoughts on how the new standard will lead to behavioural changes in the way companies conduct business
and their processes. He will also share how the new standard is fundamentally different from current principles in
FRS 18 and FRS 11, how this would change the way revenue is recognised in specific industries and some industryspecific implementation challenges. Dr Epstein will also cover recent developments and deliberations on Leases
and share his thoughts on whether there will ever be a meeting of minds.
Lastly, in the area of IFRS 9 Financial Instruments, Dr Epstein will delve into complex areas such as the expected
credit loss model, and the benefits of the new hedge accounting requirements. Some constituents have expressed
that the new hedge accounting requirements represent a quantum improvement over previous requirements.
However, others have expressed concerns over potential teething problems in the transition process. Dr Epstein will
also address these potential transitional issues.
Fair value accounting has taken on greater prominence in financial statements in recent times. This is evident
with the issuance of FRS 113 Fair Value Measurement. Mr Nach will present his views on how the new Fair Value
Measurement standard has led to an improvement in the quality of fair value information in the financial statements.
He will also share his experiences on practical challenges faced in applying FRS 113 one year after its implementation.
We will also hear from Mr Barmaky, who will share practical insights on the application challenges of the
Consolidation standard seven months after its implementation in Singapore, and how Singapore companies are
reacting to the challenges in applying the new concepts in the Consolidation standard.
Rounding off the conference, a second panel will discuss whether these new standards achieve the purpose
of reporting the substance of transactions in an increasingly complex business world, and whether the benefits
derived from these new standards justify their implementation costs. The panellists will also explore the
effectiveness of financial reporting in communicating with investors and whether the frequency in financial
reporting increases the value and relevance to investors.
6
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In an exclusive interview,
Hans Hoogervorst, Chairman, International
Accounting Standards Board, speaks about
global standard-setting and what IASB is doing
to chart the path ahead.
1. As the remaining convergence projects come to an end,
are you pleased with the progress and outcome of the
convergence projects so far? In your view, is there more
that needs to be done for IFRS to become a truly global
set of high quality financial reporting standards?
When the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) and Financial
Accounting Standards Board (FASB) began working together in 2002, IASB
was beginning the process of updating the core International Accounting
Standards (IAS) in time for the planned 2005 adoption of those Standards
by more than 30 countries, including those in the European Union.
Around the same time, the accounting scandals of Enron and Worldcom
led Paul Volcker (US Federal Reserve Chairman under the Carter and
Reagan administrations) to tell the United States Congress that US
accounting was “in crisis”. Both IASB and FASB were faced with the
daunting task of delivering substantial improvements to their relative sets
of standards and it made perfect sense to undertake this work together.
A great deal has been achieved in this time. IFRS and US GAAP have
both been improved substantially, and although we have been unable to
reach agreement on a number of areas, we finished the process far closer
together than when we started. IFRS has gone on to become the de facto
global standard for financial reporting. Its quality has been validated by
almost a decade of use by both advanced and developing economies. I fully
acknowledge that there is work to be done, but I don’t believe there is any
doubt to be cast on the credentials of IFRS as a truly global standard.
Of course, in some areas, the convergence process has not delivered
a successful outcome, such as the accounting for Financial Instruments.
In others, such as Revenue Recognition, we have managed to remain fully
aligned with FASB.
However, on balance, I do think that the convergence process has
improved the quality of financial reporting around the world.

Hans Hoogervorst
IASB Chairman

June 2014
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2. With the focus on standard-setting shifting away from the US,
how is IASB engaging the larger accounting community globally with
regard to standard-setting? More importantly, what is being done to
engage the profession here in Asia and in your view, how can Asia
further contribute to the future of standard-setting globally?
In the early days of IASB, our relationships with other standard-setters were conducted
on a bilateral basis. As use of IFRS spread further around the world, that model became
untenable – it was inefficient for us to be dealing with numerous important stakeholders
individually. Therefore, over the last two years, we have overseen a shift to a more
multilateral and inclusive standard-setting model.
Key to this is the Accounting Standards Advisory Forum (ASAF), which provides
us with an important mechanism to strengthen our cooperation with the international
standard-setting community. Thanks to ASAF, giving feedback to IASB proposals is no
longer primarily a bilateral event, but a multilateral endeavour. ASAF members do not
just discuss with IASB, but also with each other.
Asia has an important role to play in this new model. The Asian-Oceanian StandardSetters Group (AOSSG) is a very important stakeholder in our work. With a seat on
the ASAF, AOSSG is able to represent the views of the entire region and not just one
particular economy. It is important to us that standard-setting is not seen as being
exclusive to larger economies; we want to hear the voices of all our constituents, and
we encourage them to participate.
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3. What are the top priorities for IASB in charting the path forward for
the profession in the next five years now that the major projects on
Revenue Recognition and Financial Instruments are near completion?
There are several key IASB projects in the pipeline which include the
reform of the Conceptual Framework, Exposure Draft on Leases and the
Disclosure Initiative. In your view, how will these projects improve the
quality of financial reporting and strengthen the profession as a whole?
The Conceptual Framework sets out the basic underlying concepts for the preparation
and presentation of financial statements, forming the basis for specific recognition and
measurement requirements in IFRS. It therefore serves as a major point of reference in
the development of new Standards so it is particularly important that we work to get the
definitions right.
The Disclosure Initiative is another important project. There is a general consensus that
“disclosure overload” is a problem that needs to be addressed, but very little consensus on
how we should do this. One of the main problems is that of companies employing a “boxticking” mentality in the preparation of financial reports. On our part, one of our priorities
will be to look at making incremental improvements and clarifications to our own Standards
that set out to drive behavioural change.
I think these two projects will considerably improve the foundations upon which future
standards are built. We have received a great deal of helpful feedback on both over the last
year, and I look forward to the continued participation of our constituents going forward.
In the shorter term, it is important that we complete the remaining convergence
projects. With regard to Leasing, I believe that our proposals will have a very positive
impact on a complicated area. Currently, most lease contracts are not recorded on the
balance sheet, despite the fact that they usually contain a heavy element of financing. For
many companies, such as transportation, telecommunication and retail companies, the
leverage caused by leases can be substantial.
Some concerns have been raised over the cost implications of the new Leases standard
to preparers. However, I believe that that some of these fears have been somewhat
overstated. An effect analysis conducted recently by IASB staff shows that the Leases
standard will only affect significantly fewer than 10% of listed companies. However, in those
economic sectors that are significantly affected by the Leases standard, it will bring much
needed insight in the true leverage of companies.

June 2014
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4. Fair value measurement is becoming more and more pervasive
in today’s financial reporting. Do you think there is a fundamental
shift in the objective of financial reporting from one of monitoring
of performance (a backward-oriented, stewardship approach) to
one which enables users to predict cash flows (a future-oriented,
investment-focused approach)? Do you think acquiring a valuation
qualification is no longer a choice but a necessity for professional
accountants?
Ultimately, I think the goal of financial reporting should be to provide users of
financial statements with the information they need to make informed decisions on
the performance of an entity. IASB uses fair value where it believes this reflects the
economics of a transaction or item that will be most relevant to investors, but we also
measure items at amortised cost where we feel it is applicable.
For example, should a company record gold (as inventory) at its cost, even if the
value decreases? What about gold that it holds for trading? Is cost or fair value more
relevant information? Should investment properties be held at cost if they are held as
investments? If not cost, what is the best price to base fair value on – the possible sales
price today, or in 10 or 20 or 100 years? Keep in mind that gold price has trebled in the
last 10 years.
So in that sense, there has been no fundamental shift in the objective of financial
reporting. We simply seek to use the tools available that are best suited for that
particular job.
Stewardship is still at the heart of what we aim to achieve. IASB does not believe
that either assessing prospects for future cash flow or providing inputs investors need
to assess the quality of management’s stewardship is more important than the other.
Both are important for making decisions about providing resources to an entity, and
information about stewardship is also important for resource providers who have the
ability to vote on, or otherwise influence, management’s actions.

Mr Hans Hoogervorst is one of the distinguished speakers at the Accounting Conference on July 31, at the Singapore Accountancy
Convention 2014. Join him and other accounting and business luminaries at the Convention themed “Staying Ahead of the Curve"
from July 30 to August 1. Register now at www.singaporeaccountancyconvention.sg
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Members Engagement and Events

Calendar of Events 2014
June:06
10
Jun
11
Jun

IT Seminar for Auditors
ISCA Breakfast Talk

Economic Crimes Discovery through Data
Analytics

Upcoming Events
9
Jul

ISCA Breakfast Talk
Integrated Reporting

9
Jul

Quarterly Economic Updates for CFOs

16
Jul

ISCA Mingles

ISCA Mingles
19
Jun

Be inspired by Antarctic Explorer
Ms Sophia Pang, the first female
Singaporean to ski the South Pole.
*Note: This session falls on a Thursday instead

21 - 22 2D1N Bintan Lagoon Family Getaway
Jun *To be confirmed

Jun

ACRA Information CSP Outreach
Programme
*Dates are to be confirmed

Limited spaces are available for each event and they are on
a first-come-first-served basis. Dates and events are subject
to change.
For more details
http://corp.isca.org.sg/membership/events-calendar

Singapore Accountancy Convention
30 Jul
2014: Staying Ahead of the Curve
1 Aug To register,
www.singaporeaccountancyconvention.sg

6
Aug
13
Aug
20
Aug

Risk for CFO

ISCA Breakfast Talk

Members’ Privileges
Body Contours
Enjoy a complimentary Deep Cleansing
Face Spa or Slimming Contour Wrap or
Back De-Stress Massage
DELL
Up to $300 savings on selected Dell laptops
National Geographic
Enjoy special subscription rates of up to 43% off
Paulaner Brauhaus
20% discount off total F&B dine-in bill
Privé
Enjoy 40% off 1st-time trial and
20% off ala-carte services
Spa Elements
1-for-1 Spa Treats at $38 (worth $280) on a
Refresh Body Massage or Diamond
Dermabrasion Facial or RF Slimming Treatment

Dialogue on Strategy of Ethics

ISCA Mingles

For more details
http://members.isca.org.sg/MemberPrivilege.asp

In Tune
Industry NEWs

DPM Tharman and then-ISCA President Dr Ernest Kan,
who represented the national accountancy body at the
dinner celebration

ACRA Turns 10: Marking a Decade
of Making Singapore the Best and
Most Trusted Place for Business

O

described ACRA’s creation as a
“bold merger” that brought the
regulation of key parties responsible
for corporate activity under one
roof – from directors to management,
corporate secretaries and auditors.
ACRA’s creation also recognised that
in a post-Enron world, there was value
in auditor independence and a need
for strong regulatory audit oversight.
Ten years on, ACRA continues to
stay ahead of the curve in terms of
innovation and to facilitate the ease
of doing business. Besides sharing
ACRA’s plans to revamp its one-stop
business registration and filing portal
(BizFile), Mr Yap also paid special
tribute to ACRA’s partners for their
continuing support which is critical
for ACRA to effectively perform its
role as a regulator.

n 1 April 2014, the
Accounting and Corporate
Regulatory Authority
(ACRA) crossed a new
milestone. It celebrated its 10th year of
establishment as a statutory board.
ACRA was formed following a merger
between the Registry of Companies
and Businesses and the Public
Accountants Board on 1 April 2004.
To celebrate the milestone,
ACRA held a dinner attended by
staff, professional partners and
stakeholders on 1 April 2014 at the
Intercontinental Hotel. Deputy Prime
Minister and Minister for Finance
Tharman Shanmugaratnam graced
the occasion and delivered the
keynote address.
In his welcome address, ACRA
Chief Executive Kenneth Yap

★

“It is our firm belief that close consultation,
constructive feedback and a spirit of giveand-take will create a strong ecosystem of
stakeholders that work hand-in-hand to
maintain a stable and orderly marketplace.”
Kenneth Yap
Chief Executive, ACRA
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Building a Responsive
and Trusted Regulatory
Environment
In his opening address, DPM Tharman
said ACRA could look back with
satisfaction at the key role it has
played in building a responsive and
trusted regulatory environment that
most investors regard as providing
ample disclosure and effective
legal remedy when investors are
discriminated against or cheated.
Stressing that the government
has to regulate where it matters, he
noted that this meant constantly
reviewing the balance between the
three pillars of market governance –
government regulation, market-based
disclosure and discipline, and investor
responsibility – as the environment
evolves, and as new business models
or investment instruments gain sway.
In this regard, ACRA plays an
important role in this evolving
corporate and accountancy
ecosystem. DPM Tharman spoke
of the four tasks that ACRA was
entrusted with: First, relaxing
regulatory requirements to reduce
compliance costs for small companies;
second, tightening regulations
to address emerging risks; third,
ensuring that businesses understand

No birthday celebration is complete without a birthday cake. Joining DPM
and Finance Minister Tharman Shanmugaratnam on stage were ACRA CE
Kenneth Yap and ACRA Chairman Lim Soo Hoon (flanking DPM Tharman),
and other VIP guests.

★

“ACRA can look back with
satisfaction at the important role
it has played in building a trusted
and responsive regulatory
environment in Singapore – broadly
trusted by investors, yet responsive
to evolving business needs.”
Tharman Shanmugaratnam
Deputy Prime Minister and Minister for Finance

key changes to the regulatory regime,
and fourth, having a regular forum on
regulatory reforms so that Singapore
stays responsive to business and
investor needs.
Touching on ACRA’s plans to
complement enforcement actions
with regular outreach efforts, DPM
Tharman announced two new
initiatives that ACRA would be
launching soon.

New Course for
Directors to Hone
Financial Acumen
To further strengthen the quality
of financial reporting in Singapore,
a new course to equip company
directors with basic financial reporting

ACRA marked its 10th anniversary with staff, professional
partners and stakeholders at a dinner event.

skills has been developed by the
Singapore Institute of Directors (SID),
in collaboration with the Institute of
Singapore Chartered Accountants
(ISCA) and ACRA. SID will be releasing
the details in due course.

Training for Firsttime Errant Directors
to Raise Corporate
Compliance Levels
In June 2014, ACRA will roll out a
Directors’ Compliance Programme
which targets to train 10,000 firsttime offending directors who fail
to comply with key basic statutory
requirements under the Companies
Act. The training will focus on
general director duties and common

statutory requirements under the
Companies Act, and will be offered in
lieu of prosecution.
ACRA’s celebratory dinner
event provided a good opportunity
for guests to connect with peers
and renew acquaintances. Its new
corporate video was also screened
and guests were entertained by
several tongue-in-cheek, in-house
video productions by ACRA staff that
showed a lighter side of the regulatory
authority. The evening also saw ACRA
paying tribute to its long-serving staff,
with ACRA Chairman Lim Soo Hoon
presenting the Long Service and
Employee of the Year awards. It was a
fitting way to commemorate ACRA’s
decade of service.
June 2014
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ISCA Launches Quarterly
Economic Updates for CFOs

I

n a collaboration with the UOB
Group, ISCA launched the
inaugural ISCA-UOB Quarterly
Economic Updates for CFOs
Series 1 on April 24. Aimed at adding
value to the Institute’s professional
accountants in business (PAIB)
members, the series is envisioned to
provide them with greater knowledge
of the regional
OFT PRO AD 12/22/10
5:31economy
PM ›¶ 1that can
impact their businesses, planning and
decision-making.

UOB Senior Economist Suan
Teck Kin kicked off the first session
with the latest economic developments
in the “China: Shadow Banking” scene.
He gave a brief history of how China
in 2008 saw a sharp increase in
non-bank and informal credit activities
and how this financing chain involves
borrowers, non-bank institutions,
banks and depositors. Mr Suan went
on to compare the size of China’s
shadow banking activities with other
C
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Finance managers and
CFOs benefited from
UOB Senior Economist
Suan Teck Kin’s session on
“China: Shadow Banking”.

developed nations, and gave his
assessment of the situation and its
impact on businesses.
“Good, clear and crisp. Well
done!” said Angie Lim, CFO APAC,
Jones Lang Lasalle. Like Ms Lim,
many participants are looking
forward to the next session planned
for July.
CM

MY
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for the accountancy profession, brought to you by the national accountancy body.
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Also join us in Celebrating Excellence in Accountancy at the Singapore Accountancy Awards Night on 31 July.

Rare opportunity to hear from and network with esteemed speakers and panellists, as well as
prominent Chairmen that helm International Standard-Setting Boards!
Professor Arnold Schilder, Chairman, International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board
Mr Hans Hoogervorst, Chairman, International Accounting Standards Board

30 JUL

8.00am to 12.30pm
1.00pm to 6.00pm

ISCA Ethics Forum
ISCA Integrated Reporting Forum

31 JUL

7.30am to 5.15pm

ISCA Accounting Conference

1 AUG

8.00am to 5.30pm

ISCA Auditing and Assurance Conference
* Applicable for CPE Hours and PIC Scheme. All timings are tentative.
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Other enquiries:

For registration and more information:

Platinum Sponsors:
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Strategic Partners:
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YPAC Engage

Making the Most of
Your Early Career

W

young members for young members,
before introducing the two guest
speakers. Dr Kan spoke about his
academic route, career profile,
and professional and personal
experiences, and how they charted
the path to where he is today.
Ms Lee opened up about
her journey, first as a chartered
accountant in the United Kingdom
and her role as an auditor in
Singapore, before making a major
career switch to journalism. She
specialises in business news and
is now Money Editor of The Straits
Times. In addition to sharing
her overseas study experiences,
she touched on her move from
accountancy to journalism, and why
she has never looked back.
When questions were invited
from the floor, eager young members
sought advice on a range of issues.
Consultant Fabian Tan
asked Dr Kan about
the qualities required
to become a partner in
a firm. Dr Kan advised
making decisions in
light of one’s career and
to be conscious of what
you want; for example,
does a bigger or smaller
accounting firm offer
one better opportunities
that would help further
one’s aspiration? Dr Kan
Dr Ernest Kan, Immediate Past President of ISCA (left) and also emphasised the
ISCA member Lee Su Shyan, Money Editor, The Straits Times, need to be in the right
shared their experiences at the YPAC Engage session.
place at the right time.
ith two successful
runs in January and
February 2014, Young
Professionals Advisory
Committee (YPAC) Engage’s third
session continued to attract a
sizeable attendance.
Held at ISCA House from 6.30pm
to 9.30pm on Thursday, April 18,
over 40 young ISCA members joined
guest speakers Dr Ernest Kan,
Immediate Past President of ISCA,
and ISCA member Lee Su Shyan,
Money Editor of The Straits Times,
in a light-hearted but candid session
on “Making the Most of Your Early
Career”. The session was facilitated
and moderated by YPAC Chairperson
Lim Kexin.
Ms Lim started the session by
reiterating that YPAC’s signature
Engage series is conceptualised as
career-focused events planned by
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Some 40 young ISCA members attended
the YPAC Engage session in April.

Manager Alton Neo asked Dr Kan
how he was able to maintain his focus
as he worked towards a partnership
position. Dr Kan recalled that initially,
he was not sure if he was headed in
the right direction and had actually
lost confidence along the way. He
remembered the frustrations and
juggling of responsibilities to find
the right balance; for example, he
was working 15 hours a day including
weekends but was seen as being
uncommitted to his job. Despite the
challenges, he said it is important
to keep trying and to stay focused.
He advised talking to a lot of people,
especially those who matter to you
most if you are in a bad position
or situation.
Accounting firm Audit Partner
Dominique Tan was asked by
facilitator Ms Lim about what it
took for a young person like him to
achieve Partner position. Mr Tan said
that the most important must-haves
are people skills. Other than technical
skills, it is vital for accountants to
know how to communicate and relate
with people as they will be working
and communicating extensively
with different groups of people.
Ms Lee agreed, and said that she
picked up essential people skills in
journalism. For example, at work, she
has to supervise her team as well as
motivate them, without losing her
oversight responsibilities. Accounts

Supervisor Rais Bin Mahmud
concurred that people and technical
skills are equally important and
should go hand-in-hand.
Manager Albert Zaw asked
Dr Kan for his views about where
the accountancy industry is headed
vis-à-vis Singapore’s financial hub
status and regulations compliance.
Dr Kan replied that if you are
looking at the shift in economics,
the US is in number one position,
followed by China in number two.
Asia’s GDP is moving up and many
people, including foreign talents, are
heading to Asia. Indonesia has been
“doing great in the last five years”
and Malaysia’s economic growth is
“pretty positive”. Accountancy is
definitely moving forward as “every
business needs an accountant”.
Mr Zaw wanted to know how

they can prepare themselves to be
future-ready. Dr Kan urged members
to upgrade themselves, such as
through the Singapore Qualification
Programme, as Singapore races
ahead in its transformation into a
global accountancy hub.
CA (Singapore) Siow Yi Sheng
wanted to know what Ms Lee found
most exciting about being Money
Editor at Singapore’s major English
newsdaily. Ms Lee said that she enjoys
writing stories, talking to people,
meeting the deadlines, the challenges
of doing big stories and the knowledge
of interesting financial deals. In a
nutshell, she enjoys being “in the
know” about what is happening.
Mr Siow inquired about the
thoughts of accountants who switch
to being entrepreneurs. Dr Kan
advised that you must do something

that you really enjoy. If this is
something that you inspire to, go for
it but be resourceful. For example,
you may not know everything but you
must know where to get the answers.
Mr Zaw raised the last question
at the YPAC Engage session – how the
guest speakers manage their social life.
Ms Lee said that with today’s efficient
technologies, it is tougher to achieve
a work-life balance but she does not
stop trying. Dr Kan suggested having
a hobby – “work hard and play hard
because health is very important,” he
said. He recommended that members
pick up a sport, adding that you may
be physically tired but mentally, you
can get stronger.
With that, YPAC Chairperson and
facilitator Ms Lim brought the session
to a close after thanking the guest
speakers and member-participants.

IS Chartered Accountant Journal
Wins MPAS Award

T

he ISCA member journal
continues to make waves,
picking up its third award
at last month’s Media
Publishers Association Singapore
(MPAS) Awards 2014. IS Chartered
Accountant received the Merit Award
for the Front Cover of the Year
(Trade) for its October 2013 cover.
The winning cover shows an
accountant gazing at the commercial
district from an elevated angle. His
stance depicts the confidence and
preparedness of ISCA members to
meet the challenges of a competitive
business landscape. The design
concept also aligns well with the

headline of the cover story, “Being
on Top of the Game”, which featured
auditor reporting.
Judges Budi Putra, Chief Executive
Officer, The Jakarta Post Digital, and
Royce Shih, Vice President, Sales &
Marketing, Asia-Pacific PR Newswire
Asia, said they found the judging
process “very challenging” as there
was a large number of high quality
submissions this year.
The MPAS 2014 award adds to the
ISCA member journal’s Excellence
Award, Best Cover Design at the Asian
Publishing Awards 2013, and Number 2
Business Magazine of the Year in the
Magazine Rankings Study 2011.
June 2014
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Engaging KPMG
Members: Ascending
the Peak with ISCA

I

This member-centric initiative
brought together KPMG staff
members and the ISCA team, and
served as a valuable platform for
the Institute to better engage our
members and at the same time,
understand how the Institute can
better serve them. ISCA Chief
Executive Officer Lee Fook Chiew
provided an overview of the Institute
and shared on some recent initiatives
which ISCA had been driving to
better serve our members and
promote the profession. The KPMG
members then put forth their views
about the role of the Institute and the
initiatives to promote the profession,
as well as their professional needs.
The KPMG members were
captivated by the personal story
of ISCA’s guest speaker Grant
(“Axe”) Rawlinson. Axe is an avid
mountaineer and adventurer with
an inspiring story to tell. He shared
his personal Everest journey, in

SCA is proud to present its
first-ever exclusive members’
engagement session with the
larger accounting firms. The
first of the ISCA Presents series,
titled “Engaging KPMG Members:
Ascending the Peak with ISCA”, was
held at the KPMG Clubhouse in
April 2014. It was well attended by
over 50 KPMG staff members, and
garnered the strong support and
presence of senior KPMG members
including KPMG Asia Pacific
Chairman Tham Sai Choy.

KPMG Asia Pacific Chairman
Tham Sai Choy shared with KPMG
staff members about ISCA.

★

"KPMG is honoured to have hosted the
inaugural members’ engagement event
at our Clubhouse. Such events provide
a platform for our people to interact
with ISCA’s senior management and
representatives. It also provides an
opportunity for our people to hear
inspiring stories from thought leaders.
We look forward to the next members’
engagement event organised by ISCA.”
Stephen Tjoa
Executive Director, People, Performance & Culture, KPMG
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ISCA’s senior management team including
CEO Lee Fook Chiew (2nd from left) and Technical
Knowledge Centre and Quality Assurance
Executive Director Lim Ai Leen (3rd from left)
mingling with ISCA members from KPMG.

ISCA CEO Mr Lee outlined the Institute’s
initiatives to provide members with a
competitive edge.

“Axe on Everest”: Avid mountaineer and
adventurer Grant (“Axe”) Rawlinson
enthralled the audience with his inspiring
Everest journey.

particular, how he succeeded against
the odds to conquer Mount Everest,
despite failing the first time. Those
who have heard his stories can still
remember vividly his inspiring tales.
It was a successful first ISCA
engagement with KPMG. The
Institute will continue to work
towards engaging and bringing
value to members working in the
larger public accounting firms, with
more fulfilling, inspirational and
entertaining engagement sessions
planned for 2014.

Prof Sum Yee Loong kicked off the “Up Close and Personal with Tax”
series, designed to provide a platform for robust discussion on a
specific technical issue.

Up Close & Personal
with Tax

T

he Singapore Institute
of Accredited Tax
Professionals (SIATP)
kicked off its inaugural
session of the “Up Close and Personal
with Tax” series, with Accredited Tax
Advisor Professor Sum Yee Loong
from the Singapore Management
University; Prof Sum is also ISCA’s
Honorary Technical Advisor.
Designed for Accredited Tax
Advisors, the two-hour session
covered the delicate art (and
science) of managing clients with
aggressive tax planning strategies.
Accredited Tax Advisor Jason Lee,
Director, CA.sg PAC, was spot-on in
highlighting the key advantage of
such small group sessions when he
commented, “I have learnt new tips
from fellow practitioners.”
In addition, SIATP focused on
international taxation and organised

Accredited Tax Advisor (Income Tax & GST)
a technical discussion under its
S. Sharma (in black), a Consultant at ATMD
“Tax Excellence Decoded” series.
Bird & Bird LLP, exchanged views with a
Accredited Tax Advisor (Income Tax &
participant over refreshments.
GST) S. Sharma, Consultant at ATMD
Bird & Bird LLP, facilitated the topic
For more information on
on the new global standard for the
achieving tax excellence, visit
Automatic Exchange of Information.
www.siatp.org.sg today and sign up
SIATP also worked with
to be an accredited tax professional.
LexisNexis in
SIATP’s “Authors
Boost Clarity”
series. Designed
for accredited
tax professionals
to gain insights
directly from the
profession’s thought
leaders, the session
was facilitated by
tax authors Tang
(from left) Allen & Gledhill Partners Usha Chandradas
Siau Yan and Usha
and Tang Siau Yan provided a detailed multi-country
Chandradas, Partners review of anti-avoidance laws in the context of the
recent CIT v AQQ Appeal Judgement.
at Allen & Gledhill.
June 2014
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style continues to be appreciated by
the members as it rose in approval by
another 3% to 82%.
Based on the survey results,
more of our readers are receptive
to reading the journal on a mobile
device. Some 72% of respondents
indicated they are in favour of this
new platform, but the caveat is
that the reading experience must
be enjoyable and add value. They
would like to have a search function
(64%), the app should allow for high
readability and interaction (76%),
and the journal should allow for
offline reading which is useful for
people who constantly travel (74%).

all cont

n
io

I

n July 2013, the members’
journal was relaunched as
IS Chartered Accountant,
taking its title from the
Institute’s new name – Institute of
Singapore Chartered Accountants
or ISCA for short. It was more than a
cosmetic change; the contents were
reorganised into four easy-to-read
sections, and comprise more of what
members say they want – incisive, upto-date thought leadership articles
and guidance that contribute directly
to their work and career.
The 2013 readership survey was
conducted between October and
November. The positive feedback was
significant as members would have read
only four or five issues of the revamped
journal. Yet, the majority of respondents
(82%) indicated they were aware
that IS Chartered Accountant had
replaced CPA Singapore.
The journal continues to
showcase its relevance as 75%
of respondents said it was their
“main source of information on
accounting”. Overall satisfaction
with the contents also grew to 77%,
indicating that we had listened to
the members, and published more
relevant and thought-provoking
articles. This is further evidenced
by the 9% increase (from 68% in
the 2012 readership survey to 77%)
among members who found the
current articles more relevant to
their work or business. The writing

er

t
en

IS Chartered
Accountant Journal
Articles Essential
to Members

Ov

ISCA News

82
%
79
%
2013
2012

The editorial team wishes to say
a big thank you to all the respondents
of the 2013 readership survey.
Congratulations go to the 56 lucky
draw winners who each received a
book prize.

Congratulations to the 56 winners of the Readership Survey
Koh Wang Joo

Chng Ai Leng

Fok Siew May

Lam Shiau Fong

Ng Yang Hui

SXXXX440-E

SXXXX429-I

SXXXX962-E

SXXXX226-C

SXXXX679-J

Lim Han Wei
Martin

Au Mei Kuen

Soon Seow Yen
Naomi

Teo Thiam Beng

Gan Ping Ping

Wan Lai Fong

SXXXX220-Z

SXXXX763-A

SXXXX655-G

SXXXX451-D

SXXXX195-F

Ng Wai Inn

SXXXX289-J

Tan Hui Bin

Lee Chien Hui

SXXXX108-D

Liew Khee Soon

Kenneth Chin
SXXXX511-C

SXXXX100-A

SXXXX368-C

Low Lai Sai

SXXXX796-J

Lye Rong Fang

SXXXX504-B

Cheong U-Li

Sam Pei Pei

Sim Lay Yan

SXXXX915-F

SXXXX304-E

SXXXX132-J

Treasa Walter

SXXXX054-I

Chua Ah Khoon

Lee Susan

Chinnu Palanivelu Chan Si Min

SXXXX925-A

Lim Edwin

SXXXX715-A

SXXXX072-C

Koh Eng Kie

Lim Che Howah
SXXXX911-H

SXXXX754-D

Tan Yap Hong

Raju Venkataraman SXXXX379-A
SXXXX700-E
Ang Chei Hiang
Chua Wing Suen Chelsea

SXXXX249-G

SXXXX842-D

SXXXX810-B

Woon Wee Min

Tan Kok Chuan

Soh Zhao Kun

SXXXX838-J

SXXXX853-Z

SXXXX234-Z

Lindy Tan

Cheng Weng Hong Zhou Siming

SXXXX707-D

SXXXX636-B

SXXXX483-G

Sharifa Rehman
Nafisa

Lim Hwee Hwee

Lai Wai Yien

SXXXX366-B

SXXXX960-B

SXXXX418-E

Stephen Ong

Teo Jie Ling

SXXXX474-J

SXXXX885-C

Liaw Hsiao-Wei

Chan Yue Ling

SXXXX124-J

SXXXX738-B

SXXXX202-Z

SXXXX745-Z

Clement Chung

Chua Ghim Seah

Toh Soo Inn,
Florence

SXXXX507-H

SXXXX765-E

SXXXX218-Z

Wong Dan Chi
SXXXX138-D

Linda Lim
Lay Kuan
SXXXX057-F

Ng Jia En
SXXXX814-D

Leo Tong Seng
Andrew
SXXXX019-C

Peh Chin Kwang
Steven
SXXXX376-H

Low Kok Leong
Darren
SXXXX444-G

Siok Hah
SXXXX905-G

Highlights from Readership Survey 2013

77%

of respondents rated the
Overall Content of the
revamped journal as
Excellent/Good.

Are you aware that the
IS Chartered Accountant
journal replaced
CPA Singapore journal
since July 2013?

82%
Yes

77%

agreed that the journal
articles are relevant to their
work or business, up 9% from
the 2012 readership survey.

18%
No

Industry News

50%

ISCA News

62%

Feature Articles

70%

Economic Country Reports

73%

Commentaries

71%

Quality Assurance Articles

76%

Topical Technical Articles

2013

46%

First Look Book & Quiz

26 %

6%

New features in e-journal
What are the new features you
would like to see in the e-journal?
(Very Interested/Interested)

of respondents agreed that
the journal kept them
updated on industry
happenings and news.

of respondents agreed that the
journal is their main source of
information on accounting.

64%

How much of the journal
do you read?

87%

75%

Rate your interest
in the articles in the
following sections:

76 %62

%

2010

Easily
readable on
e-devices

32%

36%

64%

Enable text
search

● read 5% or more
● read 25% or more
● read 50% or more
● read 75% or more

39%
Audio
book

74%

Download
on pdf

39%

Social network
sharing

44%
Video/
Webcast

June 2014
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ISCA Breakfast Talk

Anti-money
Laundering and
Counter-terrorist Financing

O

n 14 May 2014, over
87 members attended
the Breakfast Talk on
“Anti-money Laundering
and Counter-terrorist Financing”.

Speaker David Turner, Head, Strategy
and External Relations Department,
Public Accountancy Sector Division,
ACRA, shared about the key roles
that members can play in the global

Deloitte & Touche’s
Lana Ng touched
on how to spot the
suspicious signs of
money going awry.

Disciplinary Findings

U

pon finding Freddie
Chin Kek Khiong,
FCA (Singapore) and a
public accountant of ISCA, guilty
of misconduct for contravening
Rule 44.1, read with Rule 45.2 of
the Institute (Membership and Fees)
Rules, in that he was found guilty
by the Subordinate Courts of the
Republic of Singapore on
2 May 2012 on two counts of

22
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making incorrect returns by
understating the actual income
earned for the Year of Assessment
2006 and Year of Assessment 2007
without reasonable excuse under
Section 95(2)(a) of the Income Tax
Act, the Disciplinary Committee
ordered:
a) That Freddie Chin Kek Khiong
be censured by the Institute
pursuant to Rule 117.1.4 of the

ACRA’s David Turner
shared the key roles that
members can play to
combat money laundering
and terrorism financing.

battle against money laundering
and financing of terrorism. He also
discussed how accountants must
comply with Singapore law and
meet the specific expectations for
professional accountants in the code
of Professional Conduct and Ethics,
Singapore Standards on Auditing and
other relevant guidance.
Lana Ng, Associate General
Counsel, Southeast Asia, Deloitte
& Touche LLP, then shared on how
to look out for signs of money
laundering and financing terrorism,
within the ambit of legal and
professional obligations. She covered
the topics of Duty to Report, Internal
Risk Management Policies, Processes
and Controls, and Legal Advice.

Institute (Membership and Fees)
Rules.
b) That pursuant to Rule 147 of the
Institute (Membership and Fees)
Rules, that Freddie Chin Kek
Khiong do pay to the Institute
the sum of S$9,124.63 (inclusive
of 7% GST), being the costs
and expenses incurred by the
Institute in connection with the
investigation and disciplinary
proceedings undertaken against
him within 30 days of the date
of this order.

COURSES

IBFD International Tax Training

Courses that give you insight into the latest tax developments ... provide you professional
certiﬁcation ... and train you to reach the next level in your career

Forthcoming Courses in Asia
Transfer Pricing and Indirect Taxes
16-17 June 2014, Singapore
Transfer Pricing and Dispute Resolution: Aligning
Strategy and Execution
11-12 August 2014, Kuala Lumpur
Transfer Pricing Planning: Structuring Appropriate
Policy
8-9 September 2014, Singapore
Transfer Pricing Workshop
29-30 September 2014, Kuala Lumpur

Why choose IBFD International Tax Training?
• Courses taught in English by leading experts.
• Further learning through additional online
resources.
• Courses qualify for CPE credits.
• IBFD is the leading provider of training in
international taxation.
Further information
Detailed information for all the courses can be
obtained at www.ibfd.org.
For further information email taxcourses-asia@ibfd.org
or telephone +603-2287 0709.

IBFD, Your Portal to Cross-Border Tax Expertise

APITA/A37/198*125

FOCUS

AGM Highlights

Transforming
For Tomorrow,

Championing
Excellence
ISCA Annual General Meeting 2014 Highlights
Excerpt from ThenPresident Dr Ernest Kan’s
AGM Speech

T

his is an especially
significant AGM for me
because it is also the AGM
before I step down as ISCA
President. I have served as
President since 2009, and
looking back at the last five
years, it has certainly been an eventful
and transformative time.

KEY MILESTONES OVER
THE LAST FIVE YEARS
2009: Taking AIM

I became President of the Institute in
2009, back when ISCA was still ICPAS.
My focus then was to build a strong
foundation by aligning our people,
systems and processes with our
strategic direction.
24
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Bolstered Leadership and
Announcement of AIM
First, we had to reinforce our
leadership strength. That year,
Minister of State for Trade & Industry
Teo Ser Luck, who was then senior
parliamentary secretary for the
former Ministry of Community
Development, Youth and Sports, came
on board as the Institute’s Advisor.
We announced our AIM strategic
plan, a three-year growth blueprint
to drive the Institute’s growth. AIM
stands for Accountancy Excellence,
Industry Growth and Member and
Human Capital Development.

Joined the International
Innovation Network

In 2009, the Institute joined the
International Innovation Network
(IIN), a global network of prominent
accountancy bodies. Not only did it

give us a global footprint from which
we could expand our network, it
signalled international recognition of
our stature.

CPA Clinic

We continued to break new ground
locally. We launched a new platform in
collaboration with The Straits Times
called the CPA Clinic. The eight-part
series in the SME page of The Straits
Times Money section allowed us to
showcase accounting firms, as well as
the value of accountancy professionals
as finance and business leaders.

Establishment of the ISCA
Research team

The Institute saw the need to have a
strong management team and began
building capabilities by investing in
human talent and systems. The ISCA
Research team was set up to focus
on producing quality research that
is relevant to the profession.

2010: Catalyst for Success
MOU with PA to Facilitate
Volunteerism

In January 2010, the Institute and
the People’s Association (PA) signed
an MOU to encourage ISCA members
to volunteer with PA’s Grassroots
Organisations. PA appreciated our
efforts and appointed the Institute as a
Corporate Member in December 2010.

ISCA Principal Officers and Council Members
(from left): CEO Lee Fook Chiew; Vice President
R. Dhinakaran; then-ISCA President Dr Ernest Kan;
Treasurer Ho Tuck Chuen; Executive Director
(Corporate Services) Janet Tan

ISCA Advisor Teo Ser Luck,
Minister of State for Trade &
Industry, gave the opening address.

s

“Singapore is a very powerful
economy within the Asian region.
One of the key reasons for that
is because of the stability in the
growth of the accountancy
profession, and the
Institute has done a
great deal in supporting
the growth in Singapore
and the Asian region.”
Warren Allen
President, International Federation of Accountants

“This is a special year
because we will be
going through what
the Institute has
done for the last few
years, and not just
for the past year as
in previous AGMs. I
see two significant
milestones at this event
today: One, the ISCA
membership numbers
have increased and
two, attendance at the
AGM has gone up.”
ISCA Advisor Teo Ser Luck
Minister of State for Trade & Industry

June 2014
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Pre-Budget Roundtable 2010
Our Research team organised the
first Pre-Budget Roundtable, cochaired by myself and Jessica Tan,
Chairman, Government Parliamentary
Committee for Finance and Trade
& Industry. To this day, the PreBudget Roundtable continues to be a
channel for representatives from the
profession and industry to provide
feedback on Budget initiatives.

Contributing to the
Accountancy Sector’s
Development

In April 2010, the then-Committee
to Develop the Accountancy Sector
(CDAS) released the Final Report on
Transforming Singapore into a Global
Accountancy Hub for the Asia Pacific,
which the government adopted in full. As
the national accountancy body, we began
preparing for our role in this big plan.

Launch of the Online
Knowledge Centres

To ensure that our members are
always kept updated, we created the
Online Knowledge Centres – microsites
which can be accessed 24/7 to suit our
members’ individual schedules.

Establishment of SIATP

Recognising the need to prepare tax
professionals for more cross-border
businesses and a more multifaceted
tax environment, with support
from IRAS, the Institute set up a
new accreditation institute for tax
professionals in Singapore – the
Singapore Institute of Accredited
Tax Professionals (SIATP). Today,
SIATP has over 2,000 members
and continues to roll out various
initiatives to promote tax excellence
and improve the standard of the tax
profession in Singapore.

Public Practice Programme

We partnered the Institute of
Chartered Accountants of Scotland to
launch the Public Practice Programme
(PPP) for members planning to set
up a public accounting practice or
considering joining a partnership.
26
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New ISCA President Gerard Ee (right) interacting with member Tan See Peng

Singapore Accountant
Became CPA Singapore
We revamped the members’ journal,
including the new title of CPA
Singapore, to good feedback.

Inaugural Singapore
Accountancy Convention
and Gala Dinner

In 2010, we held the inaugural Singapore
Accountancy Convention and Gala Dinner,
which would go on to be a signature event
for the Institute. More than 1,000
local and overseas participants
attended the inaugural Convention
and Gala Dinner on November 2.

Growth in Membership

2010 was also the year we had
an unprecedented membership
spike of 8.5%. It spelt confidence
in the Institute, and attested to
the value of membership with
the national accountancy body.

2011: Building On Firm
Foundations
Hosting the IIN Conference
In January 2011, the Institute hosted
the IIN Singapore Conference, bringing
together 13 foreign delegates from
major accountancy bodies. It provided
opportunities for representatives from
other major accountancy bodies to
know the Institute better.

Review of Constitution

Stemming from the CDAS
recommendation for the Institute
to transform into a global
professional accountancy body, the
Institute conducted a review of our
Constitution. At the EGM, the revised
Constitution received overwhelming
approval, with about 90% of members
present voting in favour of the change.

Boosting of Leadership

With the change in Constitution, the
Executive Director
(Corporate Services)
Ms Tan informing
members about
the AGM
commencement

An ISCA member cast her vote for
a resolution.

Institute has a more robust governance
structure that facilitated leadership
renewal and revitalisation. In recent
years, many distinguished leaders
and top-notch C-suite executives have
joined the Council. These established
senior executives from diverse
backgrounds and experience continue
to bring fresh ideas and perspectives
to the Institute.

Singapore Accountancy
Convention

Following a successful Singapore
Accountancy Convention in 2010,
the Institute built on the momentum
the event garnered, and held an even
grander Singapore Accountancy
Convention in 2011. More than
30 international and local subject
matter experts came together for the
Convention; the Convention and Gala
Dinner attracted more than 1,000
delegates and guests.

2012: Moving With The Times
IFAC-SMP Forum
We had the opportunity to cohost the IFAC SMP Forum with
the International Federation of
Accountants (IFAC). More than
200 delegates from 40 professional
accountancy organisations in
26 countries attended the event.

Industry Development
Initiatives

The Institute refreshed its focus
on the SMP segment and launched
several initiatives targeted at raising
the productivity and capabilities

Council Member Sim Hwee Cher with ISCA member Nagaraj Sivaram and
Singapore Accountancy Commission Chairman Michael Lim

“Some 70% of the Singapore-listed
companies employ CFOs who already
have the ISCA membership. As a CFO,
we need up-to-date information and
sometimes, we need friends and networks
of the same language. ISCA has provided
such an infrastructure and platform. This
year, ISCA has accelerated its
momentum to promote itself
as an international professional
body; this is good in the long
run for all members.”
Chow Kam Wing
CFO and Executive Director
Micro-Mechanics (Holdings) Ltd

of SMPs. Through our Industry
Development Division, the Institute
has increased the level of industry
engagement, especially with SMPs.
We produced several industry firsts,
such as the Productivity Scorecard
and Benchmarking Survey, Pilot
Productivity Study and the directory
for SMPs.

Quality Assurance Initiatives
To enhance technical support to
members, the Technical Division was
expanded to include the Professional
Development and Quality Assurance
(QA) Departments. Under the Quality
Assurance Framework, we rolled
out the SSQC 1 Support Framework
for providing SSQC 1 support to
practitioners, in particular, the SMPs.
The QA Department also published six

issues of practical guidance materials
on implementing SSQC 1. The Quality
Assurance Review (QAR) Programme
also received positive feedback.

Supporting the CFO Talent
Pipeline

About 25% of our PAIB members are
CFOs and senior finance professionals.
To better understand their needs, we
conducted a CFO Needs Survey with
300 finance leaders. Other events
such as the ICPAS CFO Roundtable
and ICPAS CFO Forum received
enthusiastic response.

2013: Strategic Plan
2013–2015

At our AGM 2013, we announced our
Strategic Plan for 2013–2015. The
plan provided structure and focus
June 2014
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“The move towards Integrated Reporting
(<IR>) is being pioneered by accounting
bodies such as ISCA. Evidence continues
to emerge that <IR> can contribute to the
financial stability and sustainability of our
markets and the work of ISCA in engaging
with Singapore businesses, helping them
to benefit from <IR> is crucial.
Through discussions with key
players in the region, ISCA has
ensured that <IR> is very much
part of Singapore’s future.”
Paul Druckman
CEO, International Integrated Reporting Council

in directing the Institute’s energy
and resources over the next three
years. The plan states our vision
and our mission to advance and
promote the accountancy profession;
to develop Singapore as a leading
global accountancy hub; advocate
and be the voice for our members
and the profession, and empower our
members to achieve their aspirations.

Summary of Achievements

These are the key growth areas
that have been instrumental in
transforming the Institute:
+ Dynamic work culture
+ Enhanced infrastructure
+ Leadership renewal
+ Raising technical excellence
+ Enhancing financial reporting
and audit quality
+ Delivering quality accountancy
education
+ Developing the industry
+ Engaging and delivering value
to members
+ Cultivating relations with key
stakeholders; CEO visits
+ Expanding international footprint
+ Rebranding (includes
conferment of CA (Singapore)/
Singapore QP administrator)
+ Commentaries in the media
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We are midway into the three-year
plan and doing well in terms of the
desired success outcomes.

Changes Afoot

2013 was the year the Singapore
Accountancy Commission was
established. With this came a change
in the professional designation for
accountants, from CPA Singapore to
CA (Singapore). It was announced that
the Institute would be the Designated
Entity for the CA (Singapore)
designation, and the administrator
for the Singapore Qualification
Programme (Singapore QP). To be
aligned with this change, the Institute
underwent a rebranding exercise
and adopted a new name – Institute
of Singapore Chartered Accountants,

Members looking through the
annual report

which was unveiled at our 50th
anniversary celebrations last year.

XBRL Training Seminar

In the increasingly digital business
landscape, ISCA co-organised a
training seminar on XBRL with the
Accounting and Corporate Regulatory
Authority (ACRA) for members on
how they could tap on XBRL-enabled
business data to gain business
insights and enhance their decisionmaking process.

Auditor Reporting

One of the global issues impacting the
profession is the proposed changes
to the auditor’s report. To prepare
members, ISCA held a forum, “The
Future of Auditor Reporting – Shaping
Communication and What it Means
for You”, with the support of ACRA,
Singapore Accountancy Commission,
Singapore CFO Institute, Singapore
Institute of Directors and Securities
Investors Association (Singapore). It
provided a platform for members to
hear from stakeholder organisations
on the future of auditor reporting.

Bolstering Technical Support:
PAW, SSQC 1, FSRC
The Institute has also significantly
raised the level of technical support
resources to support our members’
needs, especially for SMPs. Four
technical seminars organised in
collaboration with the Big Four firms
on the suite of new consolidation
standards and fair value measurement

Annual report in
hand, members
quizzed the panel
about the details.

without incurring initial heavy
upfront investments for software
and infrastructure. Supported by the
Infocomm Development Authority
(IDA) of Singapore, firms can be
funded up to 70% of qualifying costs
including the setup and adoption fees,
for a period of up to 24 months.

Increased Collaboration with
Government Agencies

Taking a
selfie with
ISCA Advisor
MOS Teo

standard chalked up full attendance.
In addition, the SSQC 1 practice
guides and publication of key findings
from ISCA’s Financial Statements
Review Committee (FSRC) received
commendation from IFAC and received
strong support from ACRA.

Technical Clinics

Monthly technical clinics for public
accountants from SMPs were
conducted to discuss issues and share
solutions on specific accounting or
auditing topics. The Institute initiated
the Quality Assurance Review (QAR)
programme in 2012 to help public
accountants improve their audit
practices by identifying areas for
improvement in the audit procedures
and documentation.

OneSMP Consortium

To encourage collaboration and
knowledge-sharing among the SMP
community, ISCA facilitated the
formation of the OneSMP consortium.
OneSMP serves as a common platform
to foster collaboration and networking,
with the objective of raising practice
excellence quality and productivity.

Helping SMPs Internationalise
To help SMPs in their internationalisation
ventures, ISCA launched its first-ever
business mission to China for SMPs in
May 2013. Thirteen participants from
10 public accounting firms participated
in the inaugural mission and had the
opportunity to network with SMPs
from Beijing. The Institute organised
its second business mission to Iskandar
Malaysia in September 2013, and
provided a networking platform for our
local SMPs and Johor-based SMPs, as
well as an overview of the development
of the Iskandar Region. Fifteen
Singapore public accounting firms
took part in this mission.

Software-as-a-Service
(SaaS) Solutions

To encourage SMPs to embrace
technologies to automate some
of their current manual work
processes to increase productivity,
ISCA facilitated an industry-wide
adoption of innovative Software-as-aService (SaaS) solutions for practice
management, corporate tax and
core accounting/audit modules. This
allowed SMPs to adopt technologies

One of the success outcomes in
our Strategic Plan is to “be valued
as a strategic partner by key
stakeholders”. Going by this yardstick,
we have certainly achieved increased
engagement and collaboration with
government agencies.

Collaboration with Big Four
Firms

The Big Four public accounting firms
also collaborated with ISCA on research
studies such as the ISCA-KPMG Risk
Management Study and the ISCA-PwC
Integrated Reporting Survey.

ISCA Goes International

A strong presence in the international
arena presented opportunities
for ISCA to strengthen relations
with some of the world’s leading
international agencies, recognised
professional bodies and academic
institutions, including IFAC, ASEAN
Federation of Accountants (AFA) and
United Nations.

Increased Profile in the Media

As the Institute led the profession
in groundbreaking initiatives, the
media began to feature us more
frequently. In recent years, there have
been frequent media mentions and
commentaries from ISCA published
in the local mainstream press and
regional titles.
June 2014
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Reaching out to Younger
Members
About 60% of our members are aged
40 years and below. To reach out to our
younger members, we have utilised
social media channels. One example
was the Google+ Hangout on Air with
members where I had the opportunity
to address members’ questions in real
time via a live broadcast.

Voice of the Profession

Over the course of the year, the
Institute submitted comment
letters to organisations such as the
International Accounting Standards
Board (IASB), International Auditing
and Assurance Standards Board
(IAASB) and Ministry of Law,
presenting our collective views on
proposed legislative and regulatory
changes, as well as amendments to
accounting standards.

Working with IIRC

ISCA has worked closely with the
International Integrated Reporting
Council (IIRC) to raise awareness
and gather feedback on integrated
reporting. The Institute partnered the
IIRC to hold the Future of Corporate
Reporting Roundtable, and held a
workshop at our landmark Singapore
Accountancy Convention that focused
on integrated reporting.

Council Members
Prof Ho Yew Kee
and VP Dhinakaran

Council Members
Frankie Chia,
Lee Wai Fai and
Michael Chin

Revamped Members’ Journal
Well-received
In line with the rebranding of ISCA,
the Institute’s monthly journal
was rebranded as the IS Chartered
Accountant journal. Noting the
feedback from members, we have
strengthened the depth and scope

“The Chartered Accountant of Singapore
designation is conferred by ISCA. My
credentials are not only recognised locally
but globally, and are vital in today’s global
economy. As an ISCA member, I am able
to keep abreast of the developments in
the business world as well as
be equipped with the latest
technical standards. It allows
me to constantly refresh
my skills and grow as an
accounting professional.”
Brynner Loke

Tax Associate, Deloitte & Touche LLP
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of the content with articles that
are directly related to the work of
our members. Our 2013 readership
survey showed that 77% of readers
“Agree” or “Strongly agree” that the
articles are relevant to their work, up
from 68% in 2012.

Events and Seminars

The number of events, seminars and
workshops organised in 2013 more than
doubled, increasing from 28 in 2012 to
66 in 2013. This has led to more than
30% increase in CPE hours awarded
in 2013. This is a reflection of the
improved quality and relevance of ISCA
initiatives in relation to CPE courses.

2014: Transforming for
Tomorrow
Official Opening of ISCA
House

This year, we moved to our new
address in 60 Cecil Street. ISCA
House is in the heart of Singapore’s
business and financial district, which
brings us closer to our members. We

Sharing a lighthearted moment
were (from left)
Dr Kan, MOS Teo
and SAC’s Mr Lim

Members tucking into
a delectable lunch
while heeding the
AGM proceedings

held the official opening in January
this year, with Senior Minister of State
for Finance and Transport Josephine
Teo as the Guest of Honour.

MOUs with ICAEW and ACRA
It was during the official opening
of ISCA House that we made two
major announcements. We signed an
MOU with the Institute of Chartered
Accountants in England and Wales
(ICAEW) to establish the ICAEWISCA Pathways to Membership
scheme which enables ISCA members
who meet the entry requirements
to become an ICAEW Chartered
Accountant . Members who have
both an ISCA and an ICAEW
membership would have a strong
competitive edge and greater career
mobility worldwide.
We also signed an MOU with ACRA
to strengthen the quality of financial
reporting by companies. Under the
MOU, ISCA will share its observations
on potential non-compliance in
financial statements with ACRA,

which will deliberate and take
enforcement action against directors
under the Companies Act, if necessary.

ISCA Run

The ISCA Run, which took place on
March 29, marked a fitting end to
our 50th anniversary celebrations.
The charity run saw more than
1,000 runners taking part in aid of
the Singapore Association of the
Visually Handicapped. The event
helped to foster camaraderie among
our members, encouraged a healthy
lifestyle and gave participants a chance
to come together and contribute to the
less privileged. The Guest of Honour
was Speaker of Parliament Halimah
Yacob, who is also Advisor, National
Council of Social Service.

IN CONCLUSION

Our membership numbers have
increased steadily over the years, from
about 20,500 in 2009 to about 28,000
at end-2013, representing a growth of
about 36%. This is testament to the

value members see in having an ISCA
membership, with all the initiatives
that the Institute has rolled out over
the years including technical clinics
and seminars to boost technical
competency, personal development
programmes, networking events
and the MOUs signed to extend
international recognition.
Going forward, I am sure the
Institute will continue to build upon
the good work done and develop more
member-centric programmes that
will deliver greater value to you and
the profession.
Witnessing the progress that
the Institute has made, and hearing
the positive feedback from members
about how the Institute has grown,
has made our efforts worthwhile.
I leave the Presidency knowing
that ISCA continues to be helmed by
a visionary and dynamic leadership
team. I believe ISCA will continue
to grow from strength to strength
as it continues to strive towards its
vision to be a globally recognised
professional accountancy body,
bringing value to our members, the
profession and the wider community.
I urge you to give the same strong
support to ISCA as it continues its
steady journey forward to serve your
needs as members, and at the same
time to continue to transform for
tomorrow and champion excellence
for the accountancy profession.” ISCA
June 2014
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Singapore
SINGAPORE QP AND ATOs

Lead the Pack
with the
Singapore
Qualification
Programme
Deconstructing the Gains to Employers

Workshops for Approved Mentors
comprised a mix of instruction,
sharing and hands-on sessions.

By

Eileen Khoo

I

t has been said
that all roads lead
to Rome but for
accountancy in
Singapore, not
all roads lead to
the designation
of Chartered
Accountant of
Singapore or
CA (Singapore),
the highest professional designation
for accountants in Singapore. To
become a CA (Singapore), at present,
the most direct road is the Singapore
Qualification Programme (Singapore QP).
Launched in June 2013, the
Singapore QP represents a pathway
for graduates with degrees in
accountancy or other disciplines
to become a CA (Singapore). As
a key initiative geared towards
transforming Singapore into a leading
global accountancy hub, the Singapore
QP will inject diversity into the sector
while maximising the opportunities
for those seeking global recognition
32
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Singapore Accountancy Commission Chief Executive Uantchern Loh speaking to
employers on the Singapore QP ATO framework

and international portability.
Employers are an imperative
part of this dynamism and already,
more than 170 have registered as
Accredited Training Organisations
(ATOs). ATOs can tap into the exclusive
pool of Singapore QP Candidates
who are required to complete the
Practical Experience component of the
programme while working at an ATO for

a minimum period of three years.
Besides attracting new talents,
ATOs stand to heighten their public
profile through ATO-specific forums,
career fairs and seminars, and the
various marketing channels used by
the Institute of Singapore Chartered
Accountants and the Singapore
Accountancy Commission. Current
employees of all ATOs are also able

Table 1

ISCA Membership Administration Assistant
Director Ellen Wong sharing on the role of ATOs

Foundation
Programme
Funding Support

Funding Amount

Descriptions

SkillsConnect (WDA),
Skills Development Training

Course Fee Support
50% of course fee
capped at $15 per hour
Absentee Payroll
Up to 80% of hourly
based salary capped
at $4.50 per hour

Nett Fee Mode
Administered via
SkillsConnect
Apply for funding via
www.skillsconnect.gov.sg

e2i Place-and-Train
Accounts and Audit
Professionals

Training Cost
e2i funds up to 50%
of course fees, capped
at $2,500
Training Allowance
e2i funds up to 50% of
an eligible employee’s
monthly salary capped
at $1,000 per month
for six months

For ATOs hiring
non-accounting
professionals
for professional
accounting roles

Professional
Programme
Technical Modules
Funding Support

Funding Amount

Descriptions

SkillsConnect (WDA),
Skills Development Training

Course Fee Support
50% of course fee
capped at $15 per hour
Absentee Payroll
Up to 80% of hourly
based salary capped
at $4.50 per hour

Full Fee Mode
Administered via
SkillsConnect
Apply for funding via
www.skillsconnect.gov.sg

Productivity and
Innovation Credit (PIC)

Tax Deduction Option
400% of qualifying
expenditure
Cash Payout Option
60% of qualifying
expenditure

PIC claimable under the
qualifying activity of
“Training of Employees”
Latest information
available at www.iras.gov.sg/
irashome/picredit.aspx

WHAT ATOs SAY:
Being an ATO, our firm
has attracted more
prospective candidates
who are interested
to pursue a career in auditing. We
understand that the Singapore
QP involves structured-learning
workshops for which the candidates
are expected to discuss and present
on the latest topics related to FRSs
and SSAs. The candidates in turn
share the up-to-date knowledge
with fellow colleagues, and the firm
has benefited.”

Malcolm Heng
Partner, Heng Lee Seng LLP

As an ATO for the
Singapore QP, our firm
has benefited in terms of
attracting higher-calibre
talent who are also more committed
and dedicated. I believe this is
because the Singapore QP enhances
their enthusiasm in terms of career
progression, and they demonstrate
more professionalism in their work.”

Edwin Hooi
Partner, Paul Hooi & Company
Being an ATO, I feel
strongly that we are
given the responsibility
to nurture future
Chartered Accountants of Singapore.”

Rowland Kew
CEO, CA Practice PAC

to embark on the Singapore QP
while working.
Aside from these gains, funding
support is also available exclusively
to all ATOs through various schemes
shown in Table 1. With the current pool
of over 200 Candidates enrolled in the

Singapore QP set to grow, ATOs can look
forward to greater returns as part of
this transformation.
For more information on how
to become an ATO, contact the
accreditation team at 6704-9826/9809
or singaporeqp_ato@isca.org.sg. ISCA
Eileen Khoo is Executive, Examinations
& Qualification Department (EQD), ISCA.
EQD supports the pre-qualification journey
of candidates and students pursuing
professional programmes. ISCA, as the
appointed Administrator of the Singapore
QP, aims to heighten the profile of SMPs
through the accreditation of employers.

June 2014
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Managing Tax Clients

Serving
Aggressive
Tax Planning
Clients

Learning to Manage Client Expectations

Eileen Goh
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by

T

he Singapore Institute of
Accredited Tax Professionals
(SIATP) has kicked off its Up Close
and Personal with Tax technical clinic
series. Aimed at bringing participants
literally up close and personal with
a specific tax topic so as to enhance
understanding, the inaugural session
was well received and elicited positive
comments similar to Paul Tan’s
“the Q&As and lively dialogue were
excellent”. Mr Tan is an Accredited
Tax Advisor (Income Tax & GST) from
CA Trust PAC.
The session was helmed by none
other than Accredited Tax Advisor
(Income Tax & GST) Professor Sum
Yee Loong from the Singapore
Management University. Prof Sum,
who is also the Institute of Singapore
Chartered Accountants (ISCA)’s
Honorary Technical Advisor, shared
on the topic of managing clients with
aggressive tax planning strategies.

Tax Planning,
Tax Avoidance and
Tax Evasion – What’s
the difference?

The session started with the basics
of what tax planning, tax avoidance
and tax evasion are, as well as their
differences.
In the past, the oft-quoted words
of Lord Tomlin in CIR v Duke of
Westminister (1936), “Every man is
entitled if he can to order his affairs

so that the tax attaching under
the appropriate Act is less than it
otherwise would be”, is the legal
justification for tax planning. Every
person is thus free to plan his affairs
in a manner that results in the lowest
tax payable.
Tax planning is an exercise
involving the structuring of
transactions to minimise present or
future tax liabilities.
Where tax planning is aimed
at reducing or avoiding tax using
means which are within the legal
framework of the law, it is legitimate
– and gives rise to the term tax
avoidance. However, some opine that
tax avoidance, although legal and
legitimate, is not moral as it deprives
the tax authorities their fair share
of taxes, as expounded by the HM
Revenue & Customs Issue Briefing
published in September 2012. An
example of tax avoidance is the
arrangement of providing housing
benefit instead of a housing allowance
by an employer as the employee will
be taxed on the housing benefit as a
benefits-in-kind thus resulting in a
lower tax liability. Deposits placed
in overseas banks and the interest
income not remitted back to Singapore
is another example of tax avoidance.
Tax planning can cross the
line when the arrangements are
artificial and contrived to secure a tax
advantage. These arrangements come
within the ambit of the anti-avoidance
provision (Section 33 of the Income
Tax Act). Arrangements that are
carried out for bona fide commercial
reasons will not be caught under
this provision.
Tax evasion, on the other hand,
is a criminal offence and is often
a deliberate act to defraud the
government. Under the tax laws, an
errant taxpayer caught evading taxes
and a tax agent who helps the client
evade taxes or abuse the system will
face penalties which may include
hefty fines and/or imprisonment.
Examples of tax evasion include the
under-declaration of income in the

Accredited Tax Advisor (Income Tax & GST)
and SMU professor Sum Yee Loong, who is
also ISCA’s Honorary Technical Advisor,
spoke about managing clients with
aggressive tax planning strategies.

accounts and tax returns, the overclaiming of deductible expenses and
the suppression of turnover to avoid
a compulsory GST registration.

Managing Clients

Using various illustrations and
scenarios to address the many
queries raised by participants,
Prof Sum shared his knowledge and
experience, and dispensed wideranging practical advice.
A common scenario faced by
participants centred on clients who
insist on making claims through
the Productivity and Innovation
Credit (PIC) scheme, despite the lack
of supporting documents or when
the supporting documents were
questionable; the latter could involve
terms of payment on a purchase which
are too good to be true – such as only
upon receipt of the PIC bonus from
the government. In such instances,
tax agents should be more careful and
should seek further clarifications.
Due diligence should be conducted to
ensure the validity of such claims.
In situations where clients are
not able to provide satisfactory
documents and justifiable commercial
reasons, tax agents should, as part of
their professional duty and conduct,
emphasise the consequences of
June 2014
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s
While it is
mandatory for
a company with
turnover in excess
of $1 million to
register for GST, it
is justifiable that
no registration
was made if the
taxpayer is able
to explain the
circumstance
resulting in the
over-S$1-million
turnover was a
one-off occurrence
and would not
be repeated.

Documentation,
documentation,
documentation!

A key best practice that was repeatedly
highlighted was the need for tax agents
36
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no registration was made if the
taxpayer is able to explain the
circumstance resulting in the overS$1-million turnover was a one-off
occurrence and would not be repeated.

The two-hour session covered
a wide range of scenarios. From
permanent establishment issues to PIC
cases and GST, participants – mostly
Accredited Tax Advisors – left the
sharing session with a little more
insight and knowledge of the delicate
art (and science) of managing clients.
“Such sharing sessions help to affirm
our past judgements. I have also learnt
new tips from fellow practitioners,”
commented Accredited Tax Advisor
(Income Tax & GST) Jason Lee from
CA.sg PAC. Fellow CA.sg PAC Director
Chin Ee Lin added that “participating
in such sharing sessions of experience
is certainly more useful than attending
a seminar”. ISCA
Eileen Goh is Tax Manager, SIATP. This article
is based on an Up Close and Personal with Tax
session facilitated by Accredited Tax Advisor
(Income Tax & GST) Prof Sum Yee Loong from
SMU; he is also ISCA’s Honorary Technical
Advisor. For more tax insights, please visit
www.siatp.org.sg.
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submitting doubtful claims and if it
was felt that the claim could be without
merit, persuade the client to forego
the claims as such claims could be
akin to fictitious claims and could be
considered as tax evasion.
Other than claims, tax agents
might also encounter clients with
ambiguous expenses that favourably
affect the tax position of the firm.
Such expenses should not fall under
section 15 of the Income Tax Act, which
specifically disallows a deduction on
the expenses. In addition, due diligence
should be performed to ensure that
these expenses are indeed wholly and
exclusively incurred in the production
of income based on the facts of the
matter. Only then should tax agents act
in the best interests of the client and
proceed to claim a deduction on the
said expenses.

to be diligent and place a high level of
importance on the need to maintain
adequate and sufficient documentation
which should be able to hold its ground
in an audit by the Inland Revenue
Authority of Singapore, especially in a
tax planning exercise. This is to ensure
that both clients and tax agents have
the same understanding and avoid any
misconception or misunderstanding.
The session also highlighted that
there could be scenarios where it
might seem, at first glance, that there
could be possible tax evasion, but on
further understanding of the facts,
proved otherwise. For example, a tax
agent advised a taxpayer that GST
registration was required when it
was noted that the taxpayer’s sales
turnover (for example, in 2012)
exceeded S$1 million in its audited
financial statements. In the following
year, it was noted that no such
registration was made and the sales
turnover for the subsequent year (that
is, 2013) was less than S$1 million.
In such a case, while it is
mandatory for a company with
turnover in excess of $1 million to
register for GST, it is justifiable that

Towards a Simpler
Tax System

Tax Initiatives in Budget 2014
Reduce Compliance Costs

note that embedded in this year’s Budget
is the theme of simplicity. There are a
number of tax initiatives that serve to
reduce the taxpayers’ compliance costs
and provide for simplicity and certainty
in our tax system.

Simplify with fewer
options
by

Ivy Ng & Teh Swee Thiam
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T

he drive for productivity has
been a key part of our economic
transformation over the last few
years. Naturally, the extension of the
Productivity and Innovation Credit (PIC)
scheme and the new PIC+ scheme are
eye-catching and popularly discussed.
While these initiatives have been
the centre of interest, it is worthwhile to

The tax deferral option under the PIC
scheme allows businesses to defer
a dollar of their tax for the Year of
Assessment (YA) 2011 to YA2014 with
every dollar of PIC qualifying expenditure
incurred in the corresponding financial
years 2011 to 2014, up to a cap of
S$100,000 per YA.
This option certainly alleviates a
company’s cash flow in the first year
that the tax deferral option is adopted.
However, this cash flow benefit is onceoff due to the catch up payment in the
following year. Hence, even if the scheme
is available for YA2011 to YA2014,

businesses only benefit once.
The PIC cash payout, on the other
hand, offers eligible companies a cash
payout of S$60,000 on PIC qualifying
expenditure of S$100,000, and this
payout can be claimed in each YA from
YA2013 to YA2018. Since the PIC cash
payout scheme serves a similar purpose
of helping businesses relieve their cash
flow, it makes sense to simplify the
options by allowing the tax deferral
option to lapse with effect from YA2015.
Another example is the removal
of transfers of qualifying deductions
and deficits between spouses. Married
couples no longer need to ponder over
whether to make an election to utilise
the transfers on a year-to-year basis. The
removal of this benefit is likely to save the
Inland Revenue Authority of Singapore
(IRAS) some man-hours to re-compute
the assessments of the transferor and
transferee to take into account the
transfers after the election is made.
June 2014
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This year’s Budget also allows
some schemes that are assessed to be
no longer relevant to lapse. One of such
schemes is the investment allowance
(IA) scheme for aircraft rotables
which was introduced to encourage
investments in aircraft rotables that
would increase the productive capacity
of the aerospace maintenance, repair and
overhaul companies. The IA scheme for
aircraft rotables will be allowed to lapse
after 31 March 2015.

Simplify to relieve
burden
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s
Often, businesses
may fall into the
trap of tagging a
Singapore branch of
a foreign company
to be a Singapore
person. This may
result in a failure to
observe and comply
with withholding
tax obligations.
The consequence
is that the payer
could face recovery
action from the
IRAS including late
payment penalties.
and professional costs saved, but also
certainly to IRAS as man-hours will be
saved from processing applications for
indefinite waiver by Singapore branches!

Simplify for certainty

the Basel III global capital standards for
which the tax treatment has not been
publicly clarified. The tax announcement
made in this year’s Budget provides
immediate clarity on the tax treatment of
such instruments – debt for tax purposes
under certain circumstances – and this
move by the authorities is very much
welcomed by the industry. The tax
certainty will reduce complexity and
facilitate the tax return preparation.

Additional Tier 1 instruments are a
new type of capital instrument under

Another case in point is that the basis
of computing the stamp duty amount

Streamlining measures
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Ensuring compliance with withholding
tax obligations has been a key challenge
and a burden on businesses. Any
business that is making payments that
fall under the scope of section 12(6)
or (7) of the Income Tax Act to a nonresident person has to be mindful of
withholding tax requirements. Such
payments include interest and royalties.
Often, businesses may fall into the
trap of tagging a Singapore branch of
a foreign company to be a Singapore
person. This may result in a failure to
observe and comply with withholding
tax obligations. The consequence is that
the payer could face recovery action
from the IRAS including late payment
penalties. Those who are aware that a
Singapore branch of a foreign company
is regarded as a non-resident person
for Singapore income tax purposes also
do not have an easy time. They have to
determine whether to accommodate
the Singapore branch’s request not to
withhold tax, and the circumstances
under which it can do so. All these add
up to additional administrative burden
and compliance costs.
Unless a withholding tax waiver is
obtained from IRAS, a Singapore branch
could suffer withholding tax upfront
and then it would have to go through the
process of obtaining a tax refund after
its tax matters for the relevant YA have
been finalised.
The waiver of withholding tax that
takes effect for all payment obligations
arising on or after 21 February 2014
brings relief to not only the payers
and the Singapore branches for time

is now made much simpler too. The
basis and calculation of stamp duty on
immovable properties, share transfer,
leases and mortgages executed on or
after 22 February 2014 will be subject
to an ad valorem or percentage-based
rate structure. For example, stamp duty
for transfers of shares will be computed
at 0.2% of the purchase price or market
value of the stock or shares transferred,
whichever is higher (rounded down to
the nearest dollar).
This is unlike in the past, where
the stamp duty is imposed on a specific
dollar value basis relative to the

underlying consideration or value of such
instruments. For example, in respect
of share transfers, the stamp duty was
computed based on 20 cents on every
S$100 of the purchase price or market
value of the stock or shares transferred,
whichever is higher (rounded down to
the nearest dollar).
The rationalisation and simplification
of the tax system should be an ongoing
process – the Budget need not be the
only platform. The above initiatives
are indeed a step in the right direction.
There are also other areas that can be
simplified, such as expanding the waiver

of withholding tax to cover Singaporeincorporated companies that are not
Singapore tax residents and streamlining
the restriction on medical expenses
claimed by employers in light of cost
inflations. With simplification and
certainty in our tax system, productivity
of both businesses and IRAS is set to
improve too. ISCA
Ivy Ng is Partner, Tax Services, and
Teh Swee Thiam is Director, Tax Services,
at EY in Singapore. The views reflected in
this article are the views of the authors and
do not necessarily reflect the views of the
global EY organisation or its member firms.
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Cambodia
Time to Change Some Things

by

Akrur Barua
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ising political strife in Cambodia
threatens to derail a decade of
strong economic growth. Tensions
have gone up after the 2013 elections,
when the Cambodian People’s Party
retained power but the opposition cried
foul. The latter hit the streets, encouraged
by growing ranks of politically conscious
youth. Workers have also joined the
protests, demanding a doubling of
minimum wages, among other things.
The government and opposition must
come together to resolve this impasse
and prevent further damage to the
economy. Their working together should
serve as an opportunity to reform key
institutions and take Cambodia to the
next level of socioeconomic development.

Strong economic growth
in 2013
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hospitality spaces dominate
construction, infrastructure is fast
gaining ground as the government
focuses on power generation, and oil
and gas. This strong momentum across
key sectors is likely to continue into
2014–16, thereby ensuring growth of
6.5% to 7.5%. However, the current
political strife poses downside risks,
especially if textiles and tourism are
adversely affected.

Betting on oil and gas

Hydrocarbons are a potential game
changer for Cambodia. The sector is
expected to rake in FDI, drive economic
growth, and aid public finances. In fact,
FDI is already flowing in, with Chevron
investing more than US$160 million.1

Although commercial oil extraction has
been delayed, the company expects
commercial production to start by
2016.2 Encouragingly, Cambodia is also
planning investments in a refinery in
partnership with the China Petroleum
& Chemical Corporation (Sinopec). A
major beneficiary of any viable oil and
gas production will be public finances.
According to the International Monetary
Fund, the government is expected to
earn about US$174 million in revenues
annually when production starts, with
the figure set to rise to as much as US$1.7
billion when production peaks.3

1
“Chevron talks oil production”, Phnom Penh Post , August 2011
2
“Country report: Cambodia” January 2014, Economist Intelligence
Unit; quoted in “Chevron aims for 2016”, Phnom Penh Post , July 2012
3
Cambodia: Selected Issues and Statistical Appendix, August 2007,
International Monetary Fund
4
Corruption Perceptions Index 2013, Transparency International
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Since the start of the new millennium,
Cambodia’s economy has expanded
at a fast pace, with growth averaging
about 8% a year from 2002 to 2012.
Last year was no different, with real GDP
estimated to have grown 7.0% to 7.5%.
One of the key drivers of the economy
is textiles and footwear, whose exports
amount to a third of nominal GDP and
about 80% of total exports. In 2013,
exports from the sector rose by about
20% to US$5.5 billion. Tourism, another
key growth driver, also flourished in
2013. International tourist arrivals went
up 17.5% last year with total tourism
receipts rising 15.2%.
Construction is yet another
prominent sector and is a major
recipient of foreign direct investment
(FDI). While the residential and

s
The US dollar accounts for
90% of currency in circulation
and 95% of banking deposits.
Foreign investors find this ratio
favourable because it helps
them avoid exchange rate
fluctuations. Dollarisation also
helps consumers avoid any
impact of the Cambodian riel
weakness on import prices
and hence inflation.
The need to reform
public finances

However, there are a number
of challenges. First, the quantum of
recoverable crude reserves is not
yet clear. While initial estimates had
put the figure at around 500 million
barrels, post-exploration, some deposits
appear difficult to tap. Second, the lack
of an agreement with Thailand has
prevented exploration in an area in the
Gulf of Thailand that is estimated to
hold 11 trillion cubic feet of gas and an
unknown amount of crude. Third, there
are worries about transparency in the
government’s management of oil and
gas resources. Perhaps a good first step
for the government would be to sign
the Extractive Industries Transparency
Initiative, something it has refused to do
so far.

Cambodia urgently needs to reform
public finances. In 2013, total tax
revenues were US$881 million, just
above 5% of nominal GDP. This figure
is much below corresponding levels in
developing- and emerging-economy
peers and is the main cause of persistent
budget deficits. It is also unsustainable
in the long term, given the need to invest
in infrastructure, health, and education.
Transparency is another aspect of
public finances that needs addressing.
For example, in the budget for 2014,
more than US$1.5 billion of funds
remain unallocated or are placed under
“miscellaneous” expenses. This nebulous
allotment encourages corruption,
something which Cambodia rates high in.
In Transparency International’s recent
annual corruption index, the country
ranks 160 among 177 nations.4

Dollarisation’s
challenges for the
central bank

A prolonged period of conflict in the
1970s and ’80s, followed by high
FDI inflows and tourism in the last
decade, has ensured that the US dollar
dominates transactions in Cambodia.
The dollar accounts for 90% of currency
in circulation and 95% of banking
deposits. Foreign investors find this ratio
favourable because it helps them avoid
exchange rate fluctuations. Dollarisation
also helps consumers avoid any impact of
the Cambodian riel weakness on import
prices and hence inflation. However,
the overwhelming presence of a foreign
currency restrains the effectiveness
of monetary policy in regulating the

banking system and the wider economy.
This is particularly true in the current
context, where credit growth is high,
especially in sectors such as real estate
and construction. Regulation of the
banking system is also difficult because
of the existence of a large informal
economy and low banking penetration –
only 13% of the population has deposits
in the formal banking system.

Political differences
must be contained

The current bout of political
disagreement must not degenerate into
irreversible economic damage. Losses
from the protests have been estimated at
more than US$100 million. If the protests
don’t end, investor sentiment will be
hit hard. This is particularly worrying
given that Cambodia faces challenges
from competitors in Southeast Asia.
For example, after years of isolation,
Myanmar is actively courting foreign
investors; Cambodia’s low-cost
industries, especially textiles, are at risk.
To ensure strong yet sustainable
economic growth in the long term,
Cambodia needs to focus more on
infrastructure, education and health,
along with independent regulatory
institutions. However, this is not
possible without critical reforms,
which can happen only when the
government and opposition work
together. Ironically the current political
crisis provides such an opportunity,
and both sides should grab it. ISCA

Akrur Barua is an Economist and Manager at
Deloitte Research, Deloitte Services LP. This
article was first published in “Asia Pacific
Economic Outlook: Cambodia, March 2014” by
Deloitte University Press; it has been updated
before print.
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may not hop onto the latest reporting
bandwagon which may result in them
spending more hours in the office
(note: the range already starts at 10
and not eight) producing an additional
report. As one accountant joked, “Job
security is good but my kids think I am
a security professional, given the hours
I work.”
Here, we would like to clarify
that integrated reporting is really
not about producing a new or
additional report. In fact, it’s a
process/framework founded on
integrated thinking that results in
a periodic integrated report by an
organisation about value creation
over time. An integrated report is a
concise communication about how an
organisation’s strategy, governance,
performance and prospects, in the
context of its external environment,
Too much effort to
produce another report! lead to the creation of value in the
short, medium and long term (see
The average accountant would
Table 1 for more details on <IR>).
typically spend anything from 10
Further, the principles in <IR> are
to 14 hours a day on their financial
not entirely new and most companies
reporting functions. This effort is
would already have various elements
especially intense over the couple
of the framework in their current
of months during the year-end, and
annual report. The only problem is that
probably runs up to many thousands
these elements are currently dispersed
of hours to produce a masterpiece
throughout the annual report without
called the annual report. Hence, one
giving investors/readers an integrated
can imagine how some finance staff
or holistic view or story
(no pun intended). This is
consistent with an analysis
that we have conducted on
We would like
the companies in the Straits
to clarify that
Times Index (STI) on their
current reporting vis-à-vis the
integrated reporting
<IR> framework, the results
is really not about
of which will be officially
producing a new or
made public soon. Therefore,
additional report.
while the adoption of <IR>
In fact, it’s a process/
may require additional effort
framework founded
during the implementation
on integrated
phase, the benefits may
outweigh the effort.
thinking that

ntegrated reporting (<IR>) is
touted as the next most significant
reporting innovation for firms since
the International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS) were adopted. Since
“The International <IR> Framework”
was launched on 16 December 2013,
there has been a lot of coverage on
<IR>, and the notable adoption of
<IR> by Singapore-listed DBS Group
Holdings. We spent some time to find
out what Singapore companies thought
of this latest reporting proposition. We
met up with the various stakeholders
including the CFOs of several Singaporelisted companies and noted that while
the concept of <IR> sounded very
appealing to them, they are not quite
ready to jump on the bandwagon yet.
Why not?

s
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results in a periodic
integrated report
by an organisation
about value creation
over time.

Who understands
the annual report
today anyway?
Annual reports offer
substantial information, and
investor demand over the

years has led to the average annual
report growing at a rate matching or
exceeding the growth rates of some
companies. It is fair to say that within
the hundreds of pages lies a treasure
trove of information on the company’s
financial performance, assets and
liabilities value, sustainability and
risks, among other things. But let’s face
it – most readers would not vote for it
to feature in any Bestsellers list. How
much effort does the average investor
actually put into reading the hundreds
of pages and how many know how to
interpret the treasure map and find
the treasure? In fact, there was a
company which held a competition
to find out which department could
create the most beautiful Christmas
tree using their unused annual
reports. Needless to say, the Finance
department did not participate! The
reality is that the chorus is calling for
more relevant reporting and not just
for more reporting.
One possible reason for this
is that accounting standards have
become overly complex. When the
International Accounting Standards
Board (IASB) was first formed, there
were only a handful of accounting
standards compared to the over-100
standards and interpretations today. In
addition to the increase in the number
of standards, the standards have
also become more complex requiring
knowledge of discounted cash flow
to sophisticated fair valuation
modelling, credit modelling and risk
knowledge, which means that the less
sophisticated retail investors will
struggle to understand the accounting
rules that govern these numbers.
Just to give a simple example, most
investors would understand earnings
and can derive a simple valuation
from multiplying the earnings with
the market Price Earning Multiple. To
illustrate the complexity of current
accounting standards, IASB has
proposed a change in accounting for
investments in equity instruments
where fair value gains or losses from
the disposal of the equity investments
would be recorded under other
June 2014
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comprehensive income (OCI) on the
balance sheet, and not in the profit or
loss statement as it is now, even when
these are realised. How many investors
would be aware of this change which
could have significant impact on a
company’s earnings?
Another possible reason is that
many businesses have evolved
from brick and mortar to embrace
technology and e-commerce.
Previously, the conventional balance
sheet would be representative of a
company’s financial strength. But
today, physical and financial assets
represent an ever smaller percentage
of companies’ market value as
the value of intangibles – such as
people, R&D and brands – has grown
dramatically. Does the current
reporting framework adequately
reflect these intangible assets? Even
where it does, for example – goodwill
– what does the number mean? If the
company has a large goodwill number,
is that positive because it shows that
the company has significant and
valuable intangible assets which are
in line with its long-term strategy or is
it negative as the company could have
overpaid its purchase price and it’s
an indication of a future impairment
loss? Many examples can be provided
where the interpretation and
application of accounting rules can

make a significant difference to the
financial results. Integrated reporting
can help the average investor make
more relevance of these numbers by
explaining, in our example mentioned
earlier, why the goodwill is so high
and how it corresponds to the
company’s strategy in the short,
medium to long terms.

Who stands to benefit
from <IR>?

What’s in it for everyone? The
preparers, the investors, the lenders,
the regulators, the public... the list
of stakeholders goes on. Let’s have a
look at the preparers since it requires
the most effort at their end. Does
<IR> really benefit them? While some
Singapore companies have made
their mark globally, capital markets
are very crowded with many players.
Integrated reporting could help them
to differentiate themselves both in
Singapore and globally.
Take the example of property
companies of which Singapore has
many worldclass players. How do
investors differentiate between two
listed property companies when both
typically disclose in their annual report
the number of properties launched
during the year, their take-up rates and
the ensuing financial performance?
Very simply put, <IR> will enable one

Table 1 Integrated Report: Eight Content Elements

Guiding principles

Organisational overview and
external environment

Strategic focus and future orientation

Governance

Connectivity of information

Business model

Stakeholder relationships

Risks and opportunities

Materiality

Strategy and resource allocation

Conciseness

Performance

Reliability and completeness

Outlook

Consistency and comparability

Basis of presentation
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Content

company to share how they have a
strategy to improve their earnings
base by deriving fee-based income
from trust structures, diversifying
to neighbouring countries, or others.
This might help the investors to see
better value in the company. Will
this help the investors to value the
company more? Integrated reporting
goes further to encourage companies
to share how effective their Boards
have been in managing the business
beyond just complying with the Code of
Corporate Governance. With more such
disclosure of the Board’s activities,
will this encourage Boards to be more
effective and differentiate the great
from the good?
Our research has shown that
the adoption of <IR> by the pilot
companies has enabled their various
departments to break down their
silos and focus more on the enterprisewide strategy.
Integrated reporting may also give
the company another tool to manage the
potential volatility of their share prices
as it provides a longer-term perspective
of the business. For companies with
a complex business model, will <IR>
enable these companies to better
explain their business model and thus
discourage short sellers from targeting
their stock?

s

Another key stakeholder is the
investor. Integrated reporting can
benefit the investors too as it levels
the playing field between the less and

While some
Singapore companies
have made their
mark globally, capital
markets are very
crowded with many
players. Integrated
reporting could
help them to
differentiate
themselves both
in Singapore
and globally.

Figure 1 One integrated information set — to underpin a new and more sustainable
way of doing business and reporting on entity’s activity

the more sophisticated investors with
deeper industry and financial analysis
expertise. With <IR>, rather than
spending hours and hours ploughing
through the annual report to piece
all the information together to still
struggle to find the right answers, the
investor can now get an integrated
view prepared by the company.
Will this create a more robust and
transparent capital market? Will it
create more demand for the company’s
equity and debt and lower the cost of
capital for the company?
Good reporting isn’t about mere
compliance or more reporting but
about giving the various stakeholders a
view of the company’s strategy amidst
its operating environment and how
that strategy is translating the various
capitals to create value for all key
stakeholders. That sounds like what
<IR> is trying to offer.

What is <IR>?

The International Integrated Reporting
Council (IIRC)’s framework is based on
three fundamental concepts:
i. Recommend companies to focus
on the ways they create value in
the short, medium, and long term;
ii. Provide an overview of their
business model, including a full
value chain perspective, and
iii. Emphasise the relationship
between companies and the
resources, both financial and
non-financial, that underpin
their success.
An integrated report prepared
by the company should include the
eight Content Elements that are
fundamentally linked to each other
by applying the guiding principles
within the IIRC’s framework (Table 1).
The <IR> model (Figure 1) highlights
the scope of information that we believe
organisations need to disclose if they are
to communicate effectively. ISCA

Chen Voon Hoe is Accounting and
Financial Reporting Advisory Leader, and
Senthilnathan Sampath is Associate Director,
PwC Singapore. First Published in The
Business Times on 4 April 2014. Reproduced
with permission.
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to be a challenge since companies
are free to decide what and how to
disclose the information, and what
reporting framework to use. All these
factors limit comparisons both within
and between industries and hamper
usefulness of the ESG disclosures for
investment decision-making purposes.
A growing number of investors
are turning to data from ESG data
providers rather than rely on ESG
information disclosed by companies.2
One such ESG data provider is
Bloomberg. This article uses the
Bloomberg ESG Disclosure Score for
an overview of ESG disclosures by
Singapore Exchange (SGX)-listed
companies and compares the mean
disclosure score of Straits Times Index
(STI) companies with the respective
mean score of the key indices of Hong
Kong, Australia and Japan.

A recent study3 shows a
large and growing market
interest in the level of a
company’s degree of transparency
about its ESG performance and
policies. A key driver for investors’
increasing interest in ESG disclosures
is the growth in assets under
management by socially responsible
investment (RI) funds. The study
predicts that market interest in
non-financial data will increase
exponentially as more companies
disclose more non-financial
information, and more sophisticated
valuation models are developed by
investors. Another study conducted
jointly by Robeco Group and Booz &
Company estimates that the RI market
is expected to become mainstream
within asset management by 2015.4
ESG issues are important criteria
in determining long-term investment
performance. ESG disclosures enable
understanding of the risks and

Photo IstockPhoto

n 26 March 2014, sustainability
advocacy group Ceres, together
with major institutional
investors, announced an initiative to
engage global stock exchanges via the
World Federation of Exchanges (WFE)
on a possible uniform Environmental,
Social, and Governance (ESG)
reporting standard for all exchange
members.1 This is an attempt to bring
more consistent and comparable
information to all markets, and
ensure that no stock exchange will
be at a competitive disadvantage
for taking leadership in this space.
Gwen Le Berre, Vice President
of Corporate Governance and
Responsible Investment at BlackRock,
said, “Cross-border collaboration by
stock exchanges will help shift public
companies towards more comparable
and meaningful disclosure of ESG risk
factors. This will enable investors to
more accurately value companies and
make better informed investment
decisions.”
Over the years, more and more
businesses have been releasing
ESG information and metrics.
However, such disclosures are largely
unregulated. As a result, the quality
of such disclosures varies. Also,
comparability of information proves

As material Environmental,
Social and Governance
(ESG) issues become part
and parcel of today’s
investment decisions
and listed companies in
other Asian economies
are providing more and
improved ESG disclosures,
Singapore companies can
no longer ignore the need
to improve on their ESG
communications regardless
of whether ESG disclosure
is mandated or not.

opportunities a business faces, and
may be used to assess management
quality as it reflects the firm’s ability
to respond to long-term trends to
keep its competitive advantage. This
leads to improved understanding
of how future trends could affect
a certain industry or economic
landscape.5 A 2013 survey of European
Asset Owners6 concluded that longterm risk management will be asset
owners’ principal motive to integrate
ESG criteria into asset management.
1
www.ceres.org, accessed 1 April 2014
2
Disclosure of long-term business value, Deloitte Development LLC,
2012, p5
3
“Market Interest in Non-financial Information”, Eccles, Serafeim
and Krzus (2011), Journal of Applied Corporate Finance, Vol. 24, no.
4, pp113-128
4
Responsible Investing: a Paradigm Shift – From Niche to Mainstream,
23 October 2008, p3, Robeco and Booz & Company
5
Environmental, Social and Governance key performance indicators
from a capital market perspective, ssrn, p 184, Bassen and Kovacs
(2008)
6
ESG Strategies of European Asset Owners: From Theory to Practice
2013 survey, Novethic
7
Bloomberg 2012 Sustainability Report
8
One limitation of using the Bloomberg disclosure score is that the
Bloomberg terminal reflects “N/A” when companies do not disclose
anything, as well as for companies whose ESG disclosures are not
covered by Bloomberg. As a result, care in interpreting the Bloomberg
score must be exercised.
9
Bloomberg 2012 Sustainability Report

Bloomberg ESG
Disclosure Score
The proprietary Bloomberg ESG
Disclosure Score is based on the
extent of a company’s ESG disclosure,
and the data are compiled from all
available company information,
including from websites, corporate
social responsibility reports, annual
reports and Bloomberg surveys. It
was launched in July 2009, and by
2012, Bloomberg has researched
20,000 of the most actively-traded
public companies and obtained ESG
data on more than 120 indicators
disclosed by more than 5,000 publiclylisted companies in 52 countries.7
The Bloomberg ESG Disclosure
Score ranges from 0.1 (minimum
disclosure) to 100. 8 Each data point
is weighted in terms of importance,
with data such as Greenhouse Gas
Emissions carrying greater weight
than other disclosures. The score is
also tailored to different industry

sectors. In this way, each company is
only evaluated in terms of the data
that is relevant to its industry sector.
This information is available through
more than 300,000 Bloomberg
terminals, and is fully integrated with
all of its cutting-edge analytics.9

A Look at ESG
Disclosure Score of
SGX-listed Companies

All Bloomberg ESG Disclosure data
were retrieved on 12 March 2014.
As at 12 March 2014, 79 SGX-listed
companies have ESG Disclosure
Scores. Table 1 shows the key
statistics of the ESG Disclosure
Scores for the past five years.
Column Y indicates the data for
the most current year, Y-1 indicates
the data for the year before, and
so forth. The data shows an
increasing trend in the mean and
median ESG Disclosure Score over
the past five years.
June 2014
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Table 1 Key Statistics of ESG Disclosure Scores of SGX-listed Companies

Number of companies
with ESG score

Y-4

Y-3

Y-2

Y-1

Y

50

53

66

72

79

ESG	
  Disclosure	
  Score	
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Figure 2
Comparison of Mean E, S and G Disclosure Score
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Next, I compared the mean ESG
Disclosure
Score of the STI firms with
Mean
16.18
17.48
18.35
20.08
20.11
companies on the Hong Kong Hang
Seng Index, Australian Securities
Median
13.64
13.64
14.26
14.88
15.31
Exchange ASX 100 Index and Tokyo
Stock Exchange Nikkei 225 index.
Min
0.83
7.44
6.61
5.79
7.02
Figure 1 shows the trend in the mean
Max
40.91
43.39
47.93
47.11
45.87
disclosure score of the four indices,
while Figure 2 shows the separate
mean E, S and G scores for the four
Table 2 Key Statistics of ESG Disclosure Scores of STI Companies
indices for the current year. Some
observations are as follows:
Y-4
Y-3
Y-2
Y-1
Y
1) There is a general increase in the
mean ESG Disclosure Score for all
Number of companies
22
25
29
30
30
with ESG score
four indices in recent years.
2) The mean ESG Disclosure Score
Mean
17.41
19.27
20.77
22.98
23.29
for the Nikkei 225 firms is
Median
14.88
15.79
16.94
20.64
20.87
significantly higher than the mean
score for the other three indices.
Min
6.61
7.44
6.61
7.85
7.85
3) Hang Seng and ASX 100 have
approximately the same mean
Max
40.50
43.21
44.21
44.86
44.86
score over the five years.
4) The mean ESG Disclosure Score for
STI firms is consistently ranked
Governance Disclosure Score. The
Table 2 shows the key statistics
below the other three indices.
mean score is 51.05, and the range
of the ESG Disclosure Scores of the 30
5) Based on the separate E, S and G
is from 33.93 to 67.86.
STI companies for the past five years.
Disclosure
Scores forranked
the current
5)4) Only
companies
have an Score for STI firms
The 21
mean
ESG Disclosure
is consistently
below the other
year,
all
four
indices
have
a high G
Environmental
Disclosure
Score.
Some observations of the STI
three indices.
mean
is 18.42
theG DisclosureDisclosure
firms are as follows:
5) The
Based
on score
the separate
E,and
S and
scores forScore.
the current year, all four indices
6) Nikkei 225 has significantly higher E
range
fromG1.55
to 39.02.
1) There is a gradual and significant
have aishigh
Disclosure
Score.
Disclosure
Score
other
6)6) Twenty-five
companies
havehigher
a
increase in the mean and median
Nikkei 225 has
significantly
E Disclosure
Score than
thethan
otherthe
three
indices.
three
Disclosure
Score.
mean
ESG Disclosure Score over the past
7) Social
STI reports
the lowest
S The
and E
Disclosure Score
of indices.
the four indices.
7) STI reports the lowest S and E
score is 23.51 and the range is from
five years.
Figure
Disclosure Score of the four indices.
3.331to 50.
2) Three companies that
Trend in Mean ESG Disclosure Score
consistently scored above 40 in
Figure 1 Trend in Mean ESG Disclosure Score
the past three years are Singapore
Telecommunications Limited,
40	
  
Keppel Corporation Limited
35	
  
and City Developments Limited;
30	
  
Singapore Telecommunications was
STI	
  30	
  
25	
  
the top scorer for all three years.
Hang	
  Seng	
  50	
  
20	
  
3) In the current year, 14 of the
ASX	
  100	
  
companies have an ESG Disclosure
15	
  
Score below 20, and five companies
10	
  
Nikkei	
  225	
  
scored below 10.
5	
  
4) Based on the analysis of the
0	
  
separate E, S and G scores, STI
Y-‐4	
  
Y-‐3	
  
Y-‐2	
  
Y-‐1	
  
Y	
  
companies score very high on
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4)
5)
6)
7)

“Cross-border collaboration
by stock exchanges will
help shift public companies
towards more comparable
and meaningful disclosure
The mean ESG Disclosure Score for STI firms is consistently ranked below the other
of ESG risk factors. This will
three indices.
enable
Based on the separate E, S and G Disclosure scores for the current year, all four
indices investors to more
accurately value companies
have a high G Disclosure Score.
Nikkei 225 has significantly higher E Disclosure Score than the other three indices.
and make better informed
STI reports the lowest S and E Disclosure Score of the four indices.
investment decisions.”
Gwen Le Berre
Vice President of Corporate Governance and
Responsible Investment, BlackRock
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Conclusions

Singapore Exchange adopted
a Policy Statement and Guide
to Sustainability Reporting in
June 2011 to encourage its listed
companies to disclose sustainability
information. The revised 2012 Code
of Corporate Governance broadens
the responsibility of company boards
to include sustainability and ethical
guidance. Both these changes are
likely to have influenced to some
extent the general upward trend
in the ESG Disclosure Score of the
	
   SGX firms over the past few years.
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Conclusions
Singapore Exchange adopted a Policy Statement and Guide to Sustainability Reporting in

Patricia Tan is Associate Professor
(Accounting), Nanyang Business School,
Nanyang Technological University.
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IASB Publishes Proposals for
Public Comments
Exposure Draft Disclosure Initiative
(Comments due on 23 July 2014)
The International Accounting Standards Board (IASB)
has proposed some amendments to the existing
presentation and disclosure requirements in IAS 1
Presentation of Financial Statements.
For more information, please visit
www.ifrs.org/Alerts/ProjectUpdate/Pages/IASBpublishes-proposals-as-part-of-Disclosure-InitiativeMarch-2014.aspx

•

•

Discussion Paper: Accounting for
Dynamic Risk Management: A Portfolio
Revaluation Approach to Macro Hedging
(Comments due on 17 October 2014)
This Discussion Paper outlines a possible approach
to better reflect entities’ dynamic risk management
activities in their financial statements.
For more information, please visit
www.ifrs.org/Alerts/ProjectUpdate/Pages/IASBpublishes-Discussion-Paper-on-accounting-for-macrohedging-April-2014.aspx

IASB’s Changes to Accounting for
Own Credit in OIC
With these changes, no adjustments are required to be made
in profit or loss in deriving non-GAAP (generally accepted
accounting principles) measures. IASB member Patricia
McConnell provided her perspectives on these changes.
For more information, please visit
www.ifrs.org/Alerts/Publication/Pages/InvestorPerspectives-One-fewer-non-GAAP-adjustment-toworry-about-March-2014.aspx

AUDITING AND ASSURANCE

ISCA Issues Comment Letter on
IAASB’s Proposed Strategy for
2015-2019 & Proposed Work Program
for 2015-2016
ISCA generally supports the International Auditing and
Assurance Standards Board (IAASB)’s proposed strategy
and work program, which takes into account expectations
of stakeholders and relevant current developments.
For more information, please visit
http://caa.isca.org.sg/standards/comment-lettersto-iaasb

Updated Sample Independent
Auditor’s Report for IDA Claim Form
As part of collaborative efforts between ISCA and IDA,
50
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Appendix 2D of Audit Guidance Statement (AGS) 1 has been
updated and renamed as Claim Form (IDA). This Appendix is
to be used without any changes or modifications for grants
with Letter of Offer issued on or after 1 April 2014.
For more information, please visit
http://caa.isca.org.sg/standards/ags

IAASB Re-Proposes Standard
Addressing Information in
Annual Reports
IAASB has released for re-exposure an enhanced
International Standard on Auditing (ISA) 720 (Revised)
The Auditor’s Responsibilities Relating to Other Information.
The proposed standard clarifies and strengthens the
scope and focus of auditor efforts on information included
in entities’ annual reports, and introduces new auditor
reporting responsibilities.
For more information, please visit
www.ifac.org/news-events/2014-04/iaasb-reproposes-standard-addressing-information-annualreports-further-clarifi

ISCA Issues Revised Guidance
on Audits of Entities in Specific
Industries, Professions or Vocations
ISCA has issued a revised AGS 5 Audits of Entities in Specific
Industries, Professions or Vocation which provides guidance
to auditors on the relevant legislations and recommends
audit procedures in the audit of solicitors’ accounts, charities
and trade unions.
For more information, please visit
http://caa.isca.org.sg/wp-content/uploads/2010/06/
AGS-5-Revised-.pdf

REGULATORY

Singapore Deepens Commitment
to International Efforts to Boost
Audit Quality
ACRA has accepted an invitation to join the Investor and
Other Stakeholders Working Group (IWG) of the International
Forum of Independent Audit Regulators (IFIAR).
For more information, please visit
www.acra.gov.sg/news_and_events/NewsDetail.
htm?id=dfa5862a-b88f-421c-8d72-1b765e408298

Speech by Senior Minister of State
for Finance on ACRA (Amendment)
Bill 2014
Senior Minister of State for Finance Josephine Teo delivered
the second reading of the ACRA (Amendment) Bill 2014 on
14 April 2014 in Parliament.
For more information, please visit
www.acra.gov.sg/news_and_events/NewsDetail.
htm?id=c3494e8c-5cde-4749-9f06-78e8daa58b60
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IASB-FASB Lease
Accounting
Proposal

Major Changes Ahead (Part 2)

upon which this second instalment
of our two-part article seeks to shed
some light.

What is a lease?

by

Dr Barry Jay Epstein
& Lim Ai Leen
This is the second of a two-part article that
discusses the lease accounting proposal jointly
issued by the International Accounting Standards
Board (IASB) and US Financial Accounting
Standards Board (FASB) (the Boards). The first
part of the article, published in IS Chartered
Accountant journal, May 2014 issue, discussed
the Type A vs Type B classification approach
to leases. In this instalment, we discuss the
proposed definition and scope of a lease as well
as the measurement provisions of the Boards’
joint lease accounting proposal.

I
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n our previous instalment, we
explained in depth the proposed
dual lease classification approach
(that is, Type A vs Type B), which is
complex and may be rather subjective
in its application. Many respondents to
the current lease accounting exposure
draft have expressed concerns over the
potential cost and complexity inherent
in the application of the joint proposal
of the Boards, including the dual
classification approach and a number
of its other requirements, such as the
proposed definition and scope, and
the lease measurement provisions of
the proposal. Concerns varied widely
according to respondents’ positions
(preparers, users, analysts, auditors)
and by industry grouping.
These matters are among the major
areas of the proposal that the Boards
have now agreed to re-deliberate, and

The expected standard will define
leases as arrangements that involve
contractual rights to use assets
(underlying assets) for a period of
time, in exchange for consideration.
Fulfilment of the contracts has to
depend on the use of identified
assets, and thus if the lessor retains
a substantive right to substitute the
asset throughout the term of the
contract, this criterion will not be
met. Substantive right to substitute
will be indicated if the supplier can
use instead alternative assets without
requiring the customer’s consent,
coupled with an absence of economic
or other barriers that would prevent
such substitution during the term of
the contract.
However, even if
a specific asset is not
identified in the contract,
absence of right to
Concerning the ability to
substitute may imply
derive benefits from the
identification of an asset
sufficient to satisfy
asset’s use, the lessee should
this requirement. A
be able to obtain essentially
physically distinct part
all the benefits from the use
of an asset (for example,
of the asset over the lease
a floor of a building) can
term.
These benefits can be
serve as an identified
derived in various direct and
asset, but a capacity
indirect ways, such as by
portion (for example,
50% of the floor space
using, consuming or holding
of the building, without
the asset, or by engaging in
designation of unique
a commercial transaction
areas) generally would
with a third party.
not qualify as being an
identified asset.
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Contracts that are or contain leases
are to be separated into component leases
if both the lessee can benefit from the use
of the component asset either separately
or in conjunction with other resources
readily available from other sources,
and the underlying asset is neither
dependent on, nor highly interrelated
with, the other underlying component
assets in the lease contract.
Measuring the right-ofuse asset
The right-of-use asset and corresponding
liability (for the lessee, in the case of
either Type A or Type B leases) and
the lease receivable (for the lessor, in
the case of Type A leases) would be
computed with reference to the lease’s
non-cancellable period, together
with periods covered by an option
to extend the lease, if the lessee has
a “significant economic incentive”
to exercise the option, and periods
covered by an option to terminate the
lease, if the lessee has a “significant
economic incentive” to not exercise
that option.
The right-of-use asset and
corresponding liability (for the lessee)
and the lease receivable (for the
lessor) would furthermore take into
account both the fixed lease payments

and those variable payments that
are based on an index or rate (for
example, market interest rates, an
inflation index), but would exclude
any other variable payments unless
in substance, those are actually
fixed. If variable lease payments are
included in the initial determination
of right-of-use or lease receivable
assets, these would be based on the
index or rate effective on the lease
commencement date.
The lessee will have to reassess
the lease obligation, and the lessor
would reassess the lease receivable,
if relevant factors, affecting either
the incentive to extend or the
incentive to terminate, as for example
the costs of negotiating a new lease
or locating a suitable replacement
right of use, change, causing a change
in the lease term. Such reassessment
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Furthermore, to qualify as a lease,
the contract must convey the right to
control the use of an identified asset
for a period of time in exchange for
consideration, as demonstrated by the
presence of both the ability to direct
the use of the identified asset, and the
ability to derive benefits from the use
of the identified asset.
Regarding the ability to direct
use, the user (lessee) must have the
right to make decisions regarding
the asset’s utilisation that will most
significantly affect the benefits to be
derived from such use over the term
of the lease. These decisions may
in fact precede the commencement
date (for example, by designing the
configuration of the assets or terms
of the lease contract), and these will
then control the asset’s use over the
lease term. However, incorporation
of protective rights for the lessor
(for example, a maximum number
of operating hours per month) that
secure residual value for the lessor,
will not necessarily preclude the
lessee’s ability to control the use of
the leased asset. Conversely, the right
to specify output from the asset does
not necessarily imply the lessee’s
ability to control use of the asset.
Concerning the ability to derive
benefits from the asset’s use, the lessee
should be able to obtain essentially all
the benefits from the use of the asset
over the lease term. These benefits
can be derived in various direct
and indirect ways, such as by using,
consuming or holding the asset, or by
engaging in a commercial transaction
with a third party. The requisite
ability to derive benefits will not exist,
however, if the lessee can obtain the
benefits only if the asset is used in
conjunction with additional goods or
services provided by the lessor and
not otherwise separately available
from other suppliers, and the asset is
incidental to the delivery of services
because the asset is designed to
function only with the additional goods
or services provided by the lessor.

would also be required if the index or
rate used to determine variable lease
payments changes.
Contracts that are or contain
leases are to be separated into
component leases if both the lessee
can benefit from the use of the
component asset either separately or
in conjunction with other resources
readily available from other sources,
and the underlying asset is neither
dependent on, nor highly interrelated
with, the other underlying component
assets in the lease contract. Lessee
accounting for separate components
will depend upon whether there
are observable standalone prices
for each component, where prices

are observable from either similar
lease terms offered by other lessors
or for the good or service sold on a
standalone basis by vendors. If there
are prices for each component, the
relative standalone prices are used to
allocate consideration among them.
If there are standalone prices for
all but one of the components, these
are used to allocate consideration
among them, with the residual
assigned to the single component not
having a standalone price. If several
components lack prices, these would
be combined into one reportable lease
component. If no components have
standalone prices, these will all be
treated as part of a single lease.

Dr Epstein will be speaking at two conferences: Accounting, and Audit and
Assurance respectively on July 31 and August 1, at the Singapore Accountancy
Convention organised by ISCA from July 30 to August 1. Sign up for the event at
www.singaporeaccountancyconvention.sg

Other matters addressed by
the proposed standard include
amortisation term (the lesser of
useful life or lease term), impairment
recognition (consistent with that
for other long-lived assets), remeasurement of the lease obligation
(if triggered by a change in an index or
rate that is attributable to the current
period, this would be reflected
immediately in income, and not by an
adjustment to the carrying value of
the right-of-use asset), and changes
in the discount rate (caused by a
change in the lease term, in factors
indicating that the economic incentive
to exercise a purchase option has
dissipated, or in a reference interest
rate if relevant to the variable lease
payments to be made).
The proposal also details the
actual bookkeeping procedures for
both lessees and lessors, for both
types of leases, and provides copious
examples of various fact scenarios.
Not addressed in this accounting
proposal, of course, are the
procedures that auditors will need to
develop in order to verify the assorted
assumptions being made by preparers
of financial statements. If past
experience is any guide, there will be
a steep learning curve for preparers,
users and auditors to scale once this
rule is promulgated, with risk of error
and even deliberate mis-application
being rife during the transition phase.
All the parties that will be affected
should therefore be made aware of
this forthcoming, fundamental
change in financial reporting, and
accordingly are invited to give it
their early attention. ISCA
Barry Jay Epstein, PhD, CPA , CFF, is
Principal in the forensic accounting and
litigation consulting practice in the Chicago
office of Cendrowski Corporate Advisors
LLC, a public accounting and consulting firm.
Dr Epstein was lead author of Wiley GAAP
and Wiley IFRS books for 27 and 15 years
respectively (ending with 2010 editions), and
also lead and then solo author of Thomson
Reuters’ Handbook of Accounting and
Auditing for about 25 years (ending with
2013 edition). Lim Ai Leen is Executive
Director, Technical Knowledge Centre and
Quality Assurance, ISCA.
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What Drives
Audit Quality?
From the Perspective of Australian CFOs

by

Nonna Martinov-Bennie
& Alan Kilgore

T
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and to building confidence and trust
in financial reports which, in turn,
is crucial for the economic success
of both established and emerging
companies. It is also important for
firms to deliver high quality audit; it
protects brand name, reputation and,
importantly, the ability to attract new
clients and retain existing ones.
CFOs’ perceptions of audit quality
are particularly important as recent
research suggests that management
continues to be the driving force
behind auditor appointments and
terminations. This makes the views
of key members of the management
team, particularly CFOs’ perceptions,
very important.

Purpose and
methodology

To examine what drives
audit quality from the
perspective of CFOs, we
conducted an online survey
focusing on 10 audit quality attributes
identified in prior research; the
results are summarised here.
The survey was conducted
between May and June 2013 with
Australian CFOs sourced from ACCA’s
database. This interactive survey was
designed to elicit CFOs’ ranking of the
relative importance of each attribute
in their assessment of audit quality.
The relative importance of each
audit quality attribute is measured
by a relative importance score (RIS).
The RIS is a ratio indicating that an
attribute with a score of “10” is twice
as important as an attribute with a
score of “5”, so the higher the RIS,
the more influential, or “valued”,
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he reputation of the audit
profession has suffered over the
past decade. Maintaining audit
quality and restoring trust after the
global financial crisis and corporate
collapses has thus become a priority,
with regulators introducing reforms
aimed at re-establishing confidence in
the financial reporting system.
Policymakers have sought to
improve the effectiveness – and
perceived effectiveness – of audit
(and auditors) with the introduction
of regulatory changes such as the
Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX) in the US;
the UK Corporate Governance Code;
the Corporate Law Economic Reform
Program (Audit Reform and Corporate
Disclosure) Act 2004, also known
as CLERP 9, in Australia, as well as
reports such as the International
Auditing and Assurance Standards
Board (IAASB)’s “A Framework for
Audit Quality” (2013); the Financial
Reporting Council (FRC)’s “The Audit
Quality Framework” (2008) in the UK,
and the “Audit Quality in Australia:
A Strategic Review” (2010) from the
Australian treasury.
Research has shown that
stakeholders’ perceptions of audit
quality are critical to maintaining
effective and efficient capital markets,

s
CFOs’ perceptions of
audit quality are
particularly important as
recent research suggests
that management
continues to be the
driving force behind
auditor appointments and
terminations. This makes
the views of key members
of the management
team, particularly CFOs’
perceptions, very important.

Figure 1 Audit Quality Attribute Relative Importance Scores (RIS)

the attribute. The results are shown
Figure 1.

Key findings
Audit firm size

1

This attribute is perceived by CFOs
to be the most important driver of
audit quality (RIS 15.13). A number
of different explanations have been
offered for the strong association
between audit firm size and audit
quality, namely that large firms:
Have a greater reputation at stake,
which gives them an incentive to
be more independent;
Are able to give their clients’
financial statements a higher
degree of credibility;
Have greater resources at their
disposal and so can attract
employees with superior skills
and experience, hence are better
able to detect errors and generally
provide a better service.

Audit quality assurance review
Audit partner tenure
Very knowledgeable audit team
Senior manager/Manager knowledgeable
Audit firm industry experience
Communication between audit ream and client
Partner knowledgeable about client industry
Provision of NAS
Partner/Manager attention to audit
Audit firm size
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

Audit quality attributes and their operational definitions
Attribute

Operational definition

Audit firm size

Big Four/mid-tier/local firm

Audit partner tenure

Duration of auditor-client relationship

Provision of non-audit services (NAS)

Percentage of NAS fees to audit fees

Audit firm industry experience

Industry specialisation

Audit quality assurance review

Audit quality control review

Partner/Manager attention to audit

Activity level of partner/manager

Communication between audit team and client management

Nature and frequency of team and communication

Partner knowledgeable about client industry

Years of experience in client industry

Senior manager/Manager knowledgeable about client industry Years of experience in client industry
Very knowledgeable audit team

Years of experience in accounting and auditing
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Partner/Manager
attention to audit

This attribute (RIS 12.50) concerns
the level of control exercised over
the audit process by the responsible
partner. It was perceived by CFOs to
be second only to firm size regarding
its importance as a driver of audit
quality. This result demonstrates that
the majority of CFOs believe that close
monitoring of the audit process by the
audit partner has a beneficial effect
on the audit team and hence on the
quality it delivers.

3

Provision of nonaudit services (NAS)

NAS is commonly regarded, at least
by regulators, as a potential threat to
audit quality because of its perceived
effect on auditor independence. This
attribute scored the third highest RIS
(12.19), indicating that CFOs regard
it as having the potential to influence
audit quality significantly, and believe
that when a higher percentage of
fees are derived from NAS, a threat is
posed to audit quality.

4

Audit partner
knowledge about
client industry

CFOs also attached importance to this
attribute (RIS 10.21), ranking it fourth
among the 10 attributes investigated.
The positive association between
this attribute and audit quality is
consistent with the FRC’s Audit
Quality Framework, which identifies
the skills and personal qualities of
audit partners as an important driver
of audit quality.

5

Communication
between audit team
and client management
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6

Audit firm industry
experience

With an RIS of 9.98, this attribute
received a middle-order ranking
of its perceived importance. This
result, to some extent, reinforces
the results of prior research that
industry experience enhances audit
quality. The proposition here is that
industry experience gives an auditor
a better knowledge of the relevant
industry, with consequent beneficial
effects on their judgement and hence
on the audit quality that they are able
to provide.

7

Audit manager
knowledgeable
about client industry

This attribute (RIS 9.64) was
perceived by CFOs to be less
important for audit quality than
the attribute “Audit partner
knowledgeable about client industry”
(RIS 10.21). An explanation may
derive from CFOs’ greater proximity
to, and awareness of, the audit
process, and the fact that they have
direct dealings with both the audit
manager and the audit partner.

8

Very knowledgeable
audit team

CFOs ranked this attribute only eighth
(RIS 9.13) among the 10 attributes
investigated. This result indicates that
CFOs in general attach only modest
importance to this attribute and again
reinforces the notion that this may be
because of CFOs’ greater proximity to,
and awareness of, the audit process
and more direct dealings with the
senior members of the audit team,
namely the manager and the partner.

9

Audit partner
tenure

This attribute has the second-lowest
RIS (5.96) – a clear indication that this
is perceived by CFOs as being relatively

less important for audit quality. This
is an interesting and significant result
given the recent changes introduced
by regulators and standard-setters in
numerous jurisdictions. For example,
the International Ethics Standards
Board for Accountants Code requires
that audit partners be rotated after a
prescribed number of years, usually
restricting a partner’s association with
a particular client to seven years. This
is an important finding, since CFOs
are close and astute observers of their
firms’ audit arrangements.

10

Audit quality
assurance review

This refers to the perceived effect on
audit quality of mandatory regular
inspections by bodies such as the
Australian Securities and Investments
Commission and the Public Company
Accounting Oversight Board in the
US. The intent behind these external
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CFOs ranked this attribute fifth in
importance (RIS 10.03), suggesting
that CFOs perceive it to be of some
significance for audit quality. Since
the audit process frequently involves
negotiation between auditor and
client, it is not surprising to find
communication between audit

team and client management being
accorded some significance by CFOs
as a driver of audit quality.

s
Regulators usually place the
length of the audit partner’s
tenure high on the list of
attributes with a significant
impact on independence
and audit quality, but
“Audit partner tenure”
received the second lowest
RIS score, suggesting that
CFOs perceive restricting
tenure length to have
relatively little importance.

inspections is to reinforce public
confidence in audit quality. Since
these inspections are costly to audit
firms, it is important to establish
whether they are effective. This
attribute received the lowest RIS,
which suggests that initiatives of this
kind are perceived by CFOs to be of
relatively limited value.

Implications

The CFOs’ perceptions of the
importance of the surveyed attributes
have significant implications for
regulatory and professional bodies
engaged in policymaking and
should prove useful in informing
regulatory and professional bodies
when formulating future policies for
promoting audit quality.
First, audit quality assurance
reviews are generally emphasised
in regulatory frameworks as
an attribute with significant

consequences for audit quality.
However, the CFOs surveyed
perceived “Audit quality assurance
review” as the least important of the
10 attributes examined. The emphasis
on this attribute by regulatory bodies
may be misplaced, and should be
reconsidered given the associated
significant cost to audit firms.
Second, regulators usually place
the length of the audit partner’s
tenure high on the list of attributes
with a significant impact on
independence and audit quality, but
“Audit partner tenure” received the
second-lowest RIS score, suggesting
that CFOs perceive restricting
tenure length to have relatively little
importance.
Third, the finding that, while the
surveyed CFOs perceive both firm
and team attributes to be significant
drivers of audit quality, they place
more importance on team attributes

than firm attributes. The team
attributes ranked in the top five are
“Partner/Manager attention
to audit”, “Partner knowledgeable
about client industry” and
“Communication between audit
team and client management”.
Finally, the findings of this study
may also be of interest to firms
wishing to promote themselves to
potential clients. Despite the fact
that audit market participants
tend to rely on their assessment of
quality attributes they can observe
(for example, firm size), this study
suggests that making other attributes,
and especially audit partner
attributes, more publicly visible
to existing and prospective clients
may be a highly effective means
of demonstrating and signalling
audit quality. By emphasising these
attributes, audit firms may be better
able to differentiate themselves in the
eyes of audit market participants. ISCA
Professor Nonna Martinov-Bennie is
Director of the International Governance
and Performance (IGAP) Research Centre
at Macquarie University, Australia. She is
a member of the Auditing and Assurance
Standards Board (AUASB), joint editor of
“Managerial Auditing Journal” and associate
editor (assurance and governance) of
“Australian Accounting Review”. Associate
Professor Alan Kilgore is Deputy Head,
Department of Accounting and Corporate
Governance and Deputy Director, IGAP
Research Centre at Macquarie University.
He is a member of the editorial advisory
board and a guest editor of a special issue
of “Managerial Auditing Journal”.
This article was first published in
“Accountancy Futures” edition 8,
January 2014, ACCA’s bi-annual research
and insights publication. Reproduced
with permission.
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Aftershock
(3rd Edition)
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Despite all-time highs in the stock
market and a widening narrative that
“the economy is improving”, a critical
analysis of the current situation leads
to a far more disturbing conclusion. The
same authors who correctly predicted
the financial crisis of 2008 and
2009 and foresaw the playbook that
government leaders and the Federal
Reserve would use to re-inflate asset
bubbles, bring to readers an updated
and insightful analysis of the economic
drivers that have created the illusion
of a recovery.

Advanced Excel
Reporting for
Management
Accountants
Neale Blackwood
ISBN13: 978-1-118-65772-0
S$82.34 including GST

Take advantage of the new features
of Excel 2007 and 2010 to automate
many aspects of the reporting process.
Learn to build validation structures
into spreadsheet reports, and discover
how to identify missing or new codes
either in the creation process or in
the day-to-day running of the reports.
The hands-on style works towards
the completion of two reporting case
studies, explaining and demonstrating
techniques that are useful to
management accountants.

A S$50,000 per YA.
B S$100,000 per YA.
C S$150,000 per YA.
D S$200,00 per YA.

Wiley IFRS 2014
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Bruce Mackenzie, Danie
Coetsee, Tapiwa Njikizana,
Edwin Selbst, Raymond
Chamboko, Blaise Colyvas,
Brandon Hanekom
ISBN13: 978-1-118-73409-4
S$185.06 including GST

A True

Developed by authors active in
International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS) consulting
and training, the guide is a onestop resource which promotes
understanding of the IASB standards,
and offers practical guidance on how
to use them.

Navaneethan Neminathan
SXXX1367-E

IS Chartered Accountant
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In “Towards a Simpler Tax
System”, the tax deferral
option under the PIC scheme
allows businesses to defer a
dollar of their tax for YA2011 to
YA2014 with every dollar of PIC
qualifying expenditure incurred in
the corresponding financial years
2011 to 2014, up to a cap of

In “Corporate Reporting”,
integrated reporting is really
not about producing a new
or additional report; rather, it is
a process/framework founded on
integrated thinking that results
in a periodic integrated report
by an organisation about value
creation over time.

B Maybe
C False
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In “Serving Aggressive Tax
Planning Clients”, it is the
primary responsibility of tax
advisors to help the clients fulfil
their aggressive tax strategies
even if there are dubious
supporting documents.
A True

Htet Htet Win Aye
SXXX4727-H

Allen Loe Kar Hei
SXXX2185-Z

Answers for the May quiz: (1) C, (2) A, (3) C

60

Stand to win the book of
your choice! Simply email
your answers to the quiz
questions to comms@isca.
org.sg by 15 June 2014.
Please provide your full
name, NRIC number, mailing
address, contact number and
the book you’re interested in.

QUIZ

Congratulations
Winners of the
May 2014 quiz:
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Prizes Up
for Grabs

B Maybe
C False
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